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Asbestos use causes concern
by Zora Johnaon
staff reporter

Asbestos is a mineral which
has been around for centuries.
Since the turn of the century, it
has been used in many buildings
for purposes of Insulation or
fireproofing because it was efficient, abundant and inexpensive.
But in recent years, controversy has arisen over the use of
asbestos. The fibers have been
determined to be a cause of
incurable forms of cancer.
Most of the buildings here on
campus, built before 1970, have

had asbestos used in them,
according to Pat Bellm, asbestos coordinator.
She said that this is not an
unusual situation. "We're no
different than any other campus. In fact, it is common problem in all public buildings, she
said. "It's Just that universities
and schools have acknowledged
the fact and have begun to address it."

ASBESTOS IS USED as insulation in the University's steam
heating system. Piping which
carries the heat is encased in
asbestos insulating material. It

is also used as a fireproofing
material in many campus structures.
Such use does not necessarily
pose a health hazard, according
to Bellm "The piping is encapsulated in musum and then
painted." she said. "Just because there is asbestos on the
pipe doesn't mean that it is
getting in the air. If there was a
break, then there would be a
potential danger."
But in Overman Hall, there
are several places where pipes
have been damaged, allowing
the asbestos insulation to be
exposed. "Pipes can't be left

like this," said Bellm. "Under a
campus-wide repair program,
such places will be immediately
repaired."

THE UNIVERSITY is awaiting funding for such work from
the Ohio Board of Regents, however. The State of Ohio has allocated $6 million to address the
problem of asbestos in its universities, Bellm said, but she
had no idea how long the funding
process will take.
"The state is hiring outside
consulting firms to go through
buildings and come up with a
priority listing for asbestos re-

Puppeteers help kids
April McOeUan
staff reporter

Advisory Committee is being
formed to help develop a long
range plan for the University.
"Asbestos is a problem that
people should worry about. We
hope that the task force will find
constructive ways to help solve
the problems," Dion Stewart,
prof essor of geology and a member of the Cornmittee, said.
Air samplings are also being
done in some campus buildings.
"Most of these have shown that
even though material is there, it
is not posing a health threat,"
Bellm said. "But this doesn't
stop us from going ahead and
making plans.

Challenge made

Blood donated
by Deborah Schmook

over 1,000 pints of blood the last
time the bloodmobile was on
campus in November, according
Students will have an extra to Judy Zraik, director of the
incentive to give blood next Wood County Red Cross office.
week when the Red Cross Blood- She said a similar goal has been
mobile comes to campus due to set for next week.
a challenge made by the UniverGottron said he hopes the
sity's American Marketing As- AMA challenge will spur some
sociation (AMA).
type of event between campus
The chapter has challenged groups, allowing various groups
all campus organizations of 25 to mingle and meet each other.
people or more to see which
Groups accepting the AMA
group donates the most blood or challenge are asked to contact
serves as volunteers, based on AMA member Jon Harding at
the percentages of their total 352-2256. Gottron said donors
will use the honor system at the
The winning organisation will bloodmobile by signing the
receive a free keg of beer.
name of their organization in
AMA President Joe Gottron, designated notebooks.
senior marketing major, said
The bloodmobile will be held
the organization nas 300 mem- Monday, Feb. 4 through Friday,
bers at the University which will Feb. 8, from 10 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
make it difficult to compete
in the Union's Ballroom. Interagainst smaller groups. ,TBut ested donors should call 372-2775
it's worth doing to sec if we can for appointments today from 9
help the Red Cross," he said.
a.m. to 4 p.m. and all next week
UNIVERSITY students gave from 9 a.m. to S p.m.
staff reporter

Can you imagine a horse
narrating skits that contain
characters only a few feet
high? Or those tiny characters
decked-out in monogrammed
sweaters and hooded sweatshirts?
No, they're not the Muppets
or the Sesame Street crew, but
puppets commanded by the
Bowling Green Junior High
School puppet team.
The puppet team presented
skits designed to encourage
elementary and Junior high
students to use plain "horse
sense" when dealing with
problems frequently confronted by teen-agers.
The presentation was held
Jan. 30 at the junior high.
STUDENTS FROM the University puppeteering class,
taught by Scott Regan, assistant professor of the School of
Speech, attended the presentation and interacted with the
puppet team and other youths
after the skits.
About 15 Kenwood Elementary school children attended
thepresentaUon.
The 18 member puppet
team, under the direction of
Mary Stoots, a parent, and
coordinator Peggy Houk, has
been practicing its craft for
about a year.
Stoots is also enrolled in the
University puppeteering class.
Stoots said she ana Houk
started the puppet team to
make elementary school students aware of situations encountered in Junior high school
before they arrive.
"WE WROTE the skits with
the idea in mind of delivering
(them) to the fourth through
sixth grades of Crim and Conneaut elementary schools,"
Stoots said.
The first skit was designed
to calm students' fears about
entering junior high school and
reassure them that other children are also afraid of entering
junior high.
The second skit, entitled the
"Fast Answer," teaches chil-

moval," she said.
The board will also make
funding decisions on the basis of
proposals submitted by individual universities. "We've identified areas of potential exposure
such as where we have sprayed
on materials," she said.
Bellm declined to name those
areas. "We don't want to alarm
people," she said.
ONCE THE BOARD has
made its decision, renovation
and asbestos removal projects
will begin. "We want to get it out
of here. But we are waiting for
funding," she said.
In the meantime, an Asbestos

English prof
is found dead
by Donald Lee
staff reporter

BG News/Joe PheJan
College students learned about puppets from grade school students when the B.G. Junior High puppet team
performed in a Theater 395 puppeteering class this week. The audience laughs at a skit titled, "It isn't Pepsi"
that warns kids of the evils of drinking alcohol.

dren how to say no when offered drugs by their peers.
The final skit, ''It Isn't
Pepsi," featured a girl named
Lisa confronted by a boy who
riot only smokes cigarettes, but
offers her a Pepsi canfilled
with an alcoholic beverage.
During each of the presenta-

Meese
WASHINGTON (AP) -The government's
chief ethics officer said yesterday that Attorney General-designate Edwin Meese DJ
did not break ethics rules, and an assistant
who had initially concluded there were
violations said, ' I probably misconstrued
the facts."
Director David Martin of the Office of
Government Ethics, appearing at Meese's
confirmation hearing, told the Senate Judiciary Committee he was "totally satisfied
that Meese was in compliance with conflict
of interest laws."
The appointee of President Reagan said,
"I had no pressure from anyone regarding
this matter," including presidential counselor Meese, his attorneys and White Home
counsel Fred Fielding.
Martin's conclusion of no violation came
after he showed his assistants' preliminary
report to Fielding and permitted Meese's

tions the puppets wore clothing
popularly worn by teen-agers
and popular music was played
to enable teen-agers to better
relate to the skits.
AFTER THE SKITS, 1
gave the young puppeteers t
on how to refine their en

The puppetry skills learned
by the youths could prove to
come in handy in the future.
"Some of those who were in
our class (at the University)
are working as puppeteers,"
Stoots said. "It's a lucrative
career now with the Muppets
and the Sesame Street show."

No conflict of interest
found in ethics hearing
lawyers to file a formal response.
But the director insisted "It's my standard
practice" to contact an agency's ethics
officer -Fielding in the case of the White
House - and to allow an employee or his
attorney to respond to allegations.
ON THE THIRD day of the hearings, the
first without Meese present, senators pried
ri the normally secret deliberations of
ethics office, which polices the conduct
of 110,000 federal employees.
Three days ago, the lawmakers learned
that two of Martin's staff lawyers, F. Gary
Davis and Nancy Feathers, concluded in a
Jan. 14 internal document that "there are
two situations in which Mr. Meese violated
the standards of conduct or other applicable
statutes."
Martin never mentioned the document which Initially was leaked to the Wall Street

Journal - when he told the committee Jan.
24, "We believe Mr. Meese is in compliance
with applicable laws and regulations governing conflicts of interest."
However, in another letter Monday, Martin told the committee that Meese's conduct
"created the appearances" of conflicts.
The ethics office mainly was concerned
with the federal jobs obtained by two men
who helped Meese financially - John McKtui, chairman of the US. Postal Service
Board of Governors, and Thomas Barrack,
a former Interior Department official who
used some of bis own money to get Meese's
California home sold.
MARTIN, DAVIS and Feathers said at the
hearing mat they agreed Meese had an
"appearance" problem. But Martin said he
alao had to "determine whether there's any
substance" to such an allegation before
deciding that a violation occurred.

Dr. Frank Baldanza, 60, who taught English at the University for
27 years, was found dead late yesterday morning.
His body was found shortly before noon in his home at 925 Pearl St.
by colleagues from the English department, who were concerned
when he did not come to work yesterday.
Dr. Roger Peatee, Wood County coroner, said Baldanza died of
natural causes.
Baldanza was named a University Professor in May 1976, one of
the highest honors that can be given to a University faculty member.
He was the second person to be so named.
University Professors are faculty members holding the rank of
professor whose professional achievements have won national
recognition beyond a narrow field of interest.
BALDANZA, WHO specialized in the modern British
novel, was the author of three
scholarly books, including one
on author Mark Twain, as well
as several literary pamphlets.
For four years, he hosted
the WGTE-FM (Toledo) radio
program "The Song is Art."
He was past president of
Friends of Music and Friends
of the Library, and a member
of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa
Phi and Omicron Delta Kappa
honorary fraternities.
He was born Nov. 17,1924, in
Cleveland, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Baldanza, and
graduated from Parma
Schaaf High School. He
served in the US. Army infantry, from 1943-1946 and received a bachelor's degree in
1949 from oberiin College, Dr. Frank Baldanza
Oberlin, Ohio.
PPM»"«» earned his master's degree in 1950 from the University of Chicago, then his Ph.D
from Cornell University in 1954.
He served as assistant chairman of the English department from
1979-1983, and was a member of the screening committee which
selected Eloise Clark as academic vice-president of the University.
According to Barber, Baldanza was a candidate for a Fulbright
teaching award which, had he received it, would have sent him to
teach at the University of Munster, in Minister, West Germany.
Baldanza is survived by a sister-in-law and two nephews.
Burial will be Monday at 11 a.m. in Qeveland. The family requests
any tributes be in the form of contributions to the Frank Baldanza
Scholarship Fund, in care of the BGSU Foundation.
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—EditorialTraining advised
Academic advisers need special training to enable them to help students fulfill the requirements needed to attain a degree.
We understand that the job can be frustrating
and students often do not use the services offered,
but wouldn't they be more willing to ask the advice
from someone who is trained?
As reported in a recent article in the News, as the
program now stands, advisers are picked on a
volunteer basis, not given any training - except for
having some knowledge about basic requirements and not paid.
Untrained or uninformed advisers, as many
students know, can horribly complicate a student's
life - at times even postponing graduation.
Because it is so vital, academic advising should
not be pushed on unwilling instructors who believe
it is their duty to help out incoming freshmen and
outgoing seniors. It should be a position of pride
and knowledge taken by those who are truly interested in helping others.
If a select group of instructors from every department were trained in specific areas of study
and were updated on the changing requirements
and prerequisites needed for a degree, some scheduling headaches and graduation delays might be
avoided.

A new taea
tor Senate
senate reform
idea for

Floor decor must be changed
by George Will
Many senators are so impatient for the rectification of the
world's ills that they have not
taken time to notice that the
Senate itself needs some attention. However. Dan Quayle has
noticed, and has some proposals, to which I add this one:
Rearrange the furniture on the
Senate floor.
Quayle is in the fifth year of
what will be, if God is willing
and Indiana is wise, many terms
In the Senate. A lissome young
lican of 37, he looks 27,
1 during his 1980 campaign he
was accused - yes, accused - of
looking unfairly like Robert
Redford.

<k^i^far
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Celeste, Glenn are
miniseries potential
by Craig Hergert
The panning that "Robert
Kennedy and His Times" took
from critics last week casts serious doubts on the future of
miniseries projects. It seems
viewers are tired of watching
the lives of Bobby Kennedy,
brother John, Martin Luther
King and Anwar Sadat scrutinized and glorified on their TV
screens for three consecutive
nights, interrupting something
really important, like "Dynasty" and"Punky Brewster.'
Perhaps' the problem lies in
giving these mini-series maxi
subjects. The lives of a Kennedy
or a Sadat are so far removed
from our own that we don't know
how to handle them. If we want
to see a fantasy, we'll watch
"DaUas" or "Love Boat."

Korean Airliner, not only taking
vodka off the shelves, but every
bottle of Wishbone Russian
dressing as well. The final episode brings us right up to the
Eresent, as our governor atimpts to convince GM to bring
its new auto plant to Ohio on
account of the state's
uniqueness; eloquently. Celeste
tells the GM president that this
is the only state that is high in
the middle and round at both
ends.
"And Stay Out: The Sam Rutigliano Story." Abe Vigoda
(Fish on "Barney Miller") plays
the title role. The mini-series
begins with Sam's triumphant
arrival to Cleveland and his first
tough decision - not to change
the design of the Brown's helmets. The next segment details
the disheartening loss to the
Bengals this past season, and
reveals that Sam called the final
pass play as a joke, thinking that
MacDonald would know he was
kidding. (Series cancelled, in
production, after first two episodes.)

In that case, the answer might
be to give mini-series smaller
subjects. This could even be
done on a more local level. Instead of having the three major
networks sift through the sum of
human history in search of ma"Meet John Glenn" - The projor figures whose lives will cap- ducers of this mini-series have
tivate the audience between chosen to have the opening segcommercials, the local networks ment consist entirely of footage
in each state could produce a from "The Right Stuff," feeling
series on their home-grown they could get away with such a
heroes.
move since no one but Senator
Since Ohio has produced its Glenn's family saw the movie
fair share of celebrities, the anyway. In installment two,
Toledo and Cleveland stations Glenn (Yul Brynner) runs for
should have no trouble starting the U.S. Senate in 1972; he loses,
work on some mini-series that largely because reporters are
local viewers can really relate angered by his insistence on
to. What follows are a few sug- holding press conferences in
gestions:
zero gravity. The final episode
"Super Gov." Paul Newman shows Glenn, having reached
stars as our own Governor Rich- the Senate, deciding to run for
ard Celeste. In the first seg- Kisident, withdrawing from the
ment, he wins the highest office
mocratic primaries only afin the state by running a high- ter openinc a fortune cookie that
tech campaign, promising to put says his charisma is one notch
a chicken in every microwave. below Walter Mondale's.
Then, we watch breathlessly as Craig Hergert. a teaching fellow
he leaps into action following the in English, is from Slayton, MinSoviet Union's downing of the nesota.
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IDEALISTIC
DECENT

HOPEFUL
DARING-

Students could rely on the department for the
correct advice to enable them to reach their desired goals.
Academic advisers need training to be the best at
what they do. Students should be assured of correct
information from an expert.
By choosing those people who are interested in
advising and training them to advise, those educated at the University would be that much more
qualified for the world outside.

rhythm of institutional life. Deliberative senators cannot live
like dray horses In harness,
driven by staff from one hearing
to another. But for 30 years the
number of senators has remained constant, as has the
number of hours in the day.
Neither number is apt to change
soon. The number of committees
and especially subcommittees
has grown rapidly as senators
have sought new opportunities
to hire staff and make news.
When Jim Buckley left the
Senate after one term representing New York (1971-76), he said
the work load had doubled during his six years. One reason the
load is so heavy is the proliferation of subcommittees.
Quayle's ideas are sound, but

tiyle has a number of ideas
prove two things: the conduct of business on the Senate
floor, and the committee system
in which most Senate business is
done. He would reform the rules
governing the Senate floor to
make it more difficult - It is now
simple - for one member to
bring the Senate to a standstill
by dilatory devices (frivolous
amendments, filibusters, etc.).
And he would reduce the size of
committees and the number of
subcommittees.
If the Senate is to be what it is
pleased to be called - "world's
greatest deliberative body" - it
must be disposed to, and able to,
deliberate. But deliberation
takes time, and a certain
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not sufficient. The Senate should
rearrange its desks and
chairs, for Churchillian reasons.
When a German bomb destroyed the House of Commons,
the chamber could have been
rebuilt along various lines. But
Churchill insisted that its traditional physical features be reproduced because they sustain
particular political principles.

He wanted the chamber to be
oblong, with benches on two
sides, facing each other, rather
than with individual seats arranged in a semicircle. And he
was adamant that the chamber
be only big enough to seat about
two-thirds of the members. He
warned against "semicircular
assemblies with buildings that
give to every member not only a
seat to sit in, but often a desk to
write at, with a lid to bang" - a
description of the U.S. Senate.
Semicircular assemblies,
Churchill said, encourage loose
assemblages of lesser groups in
constantly shifting coalitions of
weak principles. He said the
semicircular assembly encourages "the group system" because it does nothing to
encourage party identification,
party system, and a government
capable of vigorous action, is
nurtured by an oblong chamber.
The physical fact of confrontation concentrates minds on the
reality of two competing blocs,
and the act of voting with the
other side become more momentous.
Churchill thought a legislative
chamber should be so small that
it cannot contain all its members without overcrowding.
Otherwise almost all debates
will be conducted in the dispiriting, trivializing atmosphere of
an almost empty chamber. Furthermore, on great occasions
crowding gives a sense of urgency.
It will be said that Americans
should not want the Senate to sit
in a smaller chamber (with, say,
SO chairs - 25 to a side) because
party cohesion and conversational, cut-and-thrust rhetoric are
not important to American
goals. But perhaps they should
e. And ChurcbUTs theory - call
it architectural u^..^^,^ „,
the Seating Arrangement Theory of History - is easier to
ridicule than refute.
George Will is a columnist for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.

Letters.
Not a democracy
This letter is in response to
Kim Kopec's Jan. 22 article on
Nicaragua. You claimed that
the Sandinista regime was
"very open, pluralistic and democratic.
I m sorry, but I
strongly disagree with you on
that claim. You said seven parties ran for election as opposed
to our two major parties; that's
true. However, the major opposition parties were hindered by
heavy government censorship
and were harassed by regimebacked goon squads during the
campaigning. That does not appear to be very democratic,
especially not "more democratic," to me.
One might claim that the hostile policies of the United States
is "pushing" Nicaragua toward
communism. According to Humberto Belli, a former member of
the Sandinista movement and
now living in exile in the United
States, suppression of opposing
points of view occurred when the
Carter Administration was providing financial aid to the Sandinistas and most other Western
nations had good relations with
them. Also, according to Belli, in
May I960, only nine months after
the revolution, the Sandinistas
signed an agreement of mutual
support for the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union. In
doing this, the Sandinistas gave
complete backing to the Soviet
Union's policies which include
the invasion of Afghanistan. Not
only was the United States providing aid to Nicaragua at that
time, no "contras" were fighting to overthrow the Sandinistas, and our military wasn't
very active in Honduras.
I must also disagree with your
claim that reports of Nicaraguan support for left-wing guerrilla movements in neighboring
countries are "Cold War propaganda." According to a
statement before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
by Thomas Enders, Assistant
Secretary for Inter-American
Affairs, captured Salvadoran
guerrillas confirmed that Nicaragua is their primary arms
source even though they use

weapons and ammunition captured from the Salvadoran miliIf all Nicaraguans are happy
with the Sandinista regime, why
did thousands of Miskito Indian
peasants join the Frente Democratico Nacional? Why did Eden
Pastora, a hero of the Sandinista
Revolution, turn against the
Sandinistas and form the Alianza Revolucionaria Democratica? Though the United
States supports these groups, it
has no intention of returning
"Somodsmo" to Nicaragua. In
fact, the majority of the antiSandinista guerrillas were also
anti-Somoza. Also, the United
States has no intention of invading Nicaragua. What the United
States wants from Nicaragua
include:
a The establishment of a democratic regime;
• An end to support for guerrilla insurgencies;
a Severance of military ties to
Cuba and the Eastern bloc:
a Reductions in military
strength to restore a military
balance between Nicaragua and
its neighbors.
You said you wanted to end
your "state of ignorance" on the
situation. However, I feel you
need to do some more research.
I just cannot agree with your
claim that Nicaragua is truly
democratic and neither could
Humberto Belli, Eden Pastora
and thousands of Miskito Indians.
Jeff ROM
MIDarrow

Resignation a shame
I'm writing in regard to Dr.
Susan Arpad's recent resignation as the director of the Women's Studies Program and, more
specifically, the future of the
program.
Before I began this letter, I
tried to decide how to convince
the University of the importance
of support for Women's Studies.
I was going to cite some statistics, such as the drop in the
number of full-time faculty in or
the amount of funds going to the
program.
Instead, I'm not going to use

any numbers, with the exception
of these: how many ways the
one Women's Studies course I
took positively affected my life
(hundreds), how many students
have the potential to be affected
by the program (thousands), if
they are given the opportunity to
take courses in a well-staffed,
well-funded, University-supported Women's Studies Program.
The news of Dr. Arpad's resignation really discouraged me. I
had just taken - experienced,
actually - Women's Studies 200
with her fall semester. I came
out of the course knowing more
about myself and society than
living twenty years with myself
in society had ever taught me.
I discovered that I don't have
to smile and nod and serve and
spend my life trying not to impose on men's supposed domains. Those domains education, politics, journalism are what I want to do with my
life.
I learned that sexism in our
patriarchal society affects every area of my life. Sexism is in
my home, my University, my
television, my magazines,
books, friends, church, family
and instructors. It was in me.
too. and I didn't even know it
until I took Women's Studies.
Dr. Arpad never pushed or
pulled. She showed and taught
and led her class to the amazing,
distressing, overwhelming
awareness of society's sexism
and ageism, fatism and racism,
as well.
I was discouraged by her resignation because I thought it
meant she was giving up when I
had just begun. Recently, however, I talked with her and discovered she would like to
continue teaching Women's
Studies courses if -and It is
much to big and unsure an if the program gets greatly increased support from the University.
I have given, and if the University is willing, shall continue
to give my support by taking
more Women's Studies courses,
hoping more will become available. I support by spreading the
word about the program to my
friends, roommates and neighbors. I support'by attending

BGSU despite the fact that I
plan to minor in Women's Studies and other universities have
much bigger and better programs.
I understand Dr. Arpad's need
to resign as director, but I don't
want if to mean she is resigning
from teaching all Women'sStuaies courses. Most of all, I desperately don't want it to mean the
program is resigning from the
University.
Another amazing awareness
to which Dr. Arpad led me is the
encouraging fact that I can
make a difference. Society's
sexism has affected me; I can
affect society's sexism.
I can't do it alone. I need the
help of a good Women's Studies
Program and the Women's Studies Program needs the University's help. I explained how I plan
to give my support, but unless
the program his the Administration's support, mine is worthless.
The statement may seem
trite, but it says simply what I
feel deeply: Women's Studies
has changed my life.
It needs help to give it the
chance to change others.
Diane Dods
44* Chapman

Clarification
In Tuesday's edition of the
News, a cartoon was printed
that depicted a high school
science teacher as a secret
police officer. The cartoon
identified the man as being
from Elmwood High School.
The cartoon was a comment
on a recent Supreme Court
decision and was not in any
way intended as a slur on the
Elmwood High School in
Wood County. The name
"Elmwood" was picked arbitrarily as a common name for
a high school.
The News regrets any misunderstandings the cartoon
may have caused.
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'Star Wars' fear arises
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter •

"Insecurity" summarizes the
European reaction to the "Star
Wars'' anti-missile defense system, according to a panel of
University professors who spoke
Wednesday night.
Speakers for "European Conference: The Delicate Nuclear
Balance," included Roger Anderson, political science associate professor/ international
relations; Kathleen HowardMerriam, associate professor of
political science; and Helmut
Gutmann, assistant professor of
German.
Germans have the most insecurity about the possibility of
nuclear war, Gutmann said.
"ITS LIKE sitting on a powder keg, watching your neighbors playing with matches and
being powerless to do anything
about it" Gutmann said. He
said the West Germans are convinced that if a war starts, it will
be on the border between East
and West Germany.
"You start thinking differ-

ently when you know nuclear
missiles are in your backyard
and that Russian missiles
pointed at your backyard are
only four and a half flying minutes away," be said.
Gutmann said West Germany's membership in the
Nora Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) leads to conflicts
between vital national interests
and the responsibility of membership in NATO.
There is better communication between East and West Germany now, Gutmann said,
because of the realization that
they really are in the same situation. Nuclear missiles are piled
up under U.S. control in West
Germany at the present time,
while the Soviet's SS20 missiles
are located in East Germany
under Soviet control.
As for the Soviets, they have
the fear of being unprepared for
a war, Anderson said. He said
the Soviets believe if a war
starts, it will start in Europe.
"THEY WERE unprepared
for conflict in WWII and don't
want to be unprepared again,"

1

BJ.'s Food Emporium
12" Pizza 2 Items + i6<*.poP
$
Free
5.00
I Delivery

J

$5 Medium
2 Item Pizza
Delivery Only
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SAM B'S "21" POLICY
INSTANT SUCCESS
by Jimie Ryu

It's been little more than
two weeks since Sam B's Restaurant raised the minimum
drinking age to 21 and the
change has been met with an
overwhelmingly positive response. "Not a day goes by
without someone telling me
how nice it is that we returned
to our original policy," said
co-owner, Jim Ferrell.
Sam B's is issuing invitations to graduate students at
the University and the result
is that many of them seem to
be adopting Sam B's as their
own drinking and dining spot.
"We are trying to reach all of
the graduate students, so if
any programs were overlooked, I nope someone will
give me a call," Ferrell
added.
As a consequence of the
change, lunch and dinner
business have both improved
considerably, and wine and

imported beer sales are on
the rise, according to night
manager Carol Peper. "Grizzly Beer from Canada and
South Pacific from New Guinea are two new offerings
whose popularity has contributed significantly to the upswing in imported beer
sales," she said.
In the category of "Indoor
Sports", Sam B's is starting a
Dart League beginning Monday, Feb. 4. "The League will
play on Monday and Wednesday nights" according to
sharpshooter, Walt Ferrell.
Darts have long been popular
in the Ferrell brothers' hometown in New Jersey and the
game is growing fast here in
Bowling Green. "Another
first for Sam B's," said Walt.
Anyone interested in the
new League should call Mike
Purcell at 3524264 before
Monday or stop at Sam B's
and talk to Walt.

SCHMELTZ PROPERTIES

now renting for '85/86 school year

CHARLESTON APTS.
2 bedroom unfurnished

MID AM MANOR
2 bedroom furnished
2 bedroom unfurnished

DUPLEXES

702 E. Wooster
122 Frazee

Dale Francis
General Manager
641 3rd Street *4

I
I

J

Expires 2/14/85
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$50 Reward for info leading to recovery.
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Sincerely, the Boys at J. 71 s
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Students need
assertiveness
by Doris Eason
reporter

Although many people
think assertiveness comes
naturally, that is not true,
according to Raymond
Tucker.
Tucker, professor of interpersonal communication, has
been teaching an assertiveness class to University undergraduates for the last
three years.
"The students here are not
assertive. They need to learn
it," Tucker said. "It may be
one of the biggest problems in
their lives."
He said this course was
needed so if a student wanted
an edge in life, he "needed to
know what personal power is
to survive.
Many people are confused
by the term "assertiveness."

mnitg%

3 52-4380

According to Tucker, it is the
ability to act when someone
. risks not being positively reinforced.
Students are receiving too
much training in lofty theories on how to make it in
life," he said. "My class offers practical experience
which I have acquired over
the years in my career."

TUCKER SAID the key to
asserting one's self successfully is never to be embarrassed to develop personal
power.
"The assertive person
should never be embarrassed
to speak up because it is the
number one enemy in life,"
Tucker said.
"It is better to have anxiety than guilt over not exerting yourself. The world, for
the most part, belongs to
those who exert themselves,"
Tucker said.

'""TOE'wTSTrHoTwE"""1
250 N. MAIN

FREE SINGLE WASH
with on* paid wash
with coupon
Tues. & Wad. 9-4
Expires 2/15/85
, LOCATED DOWNTOWN

U.S.G. UNIVERSITY
COMMITTEES
GENERAL MEETING

440 E. Court • 352-1596

I

Howard-Merriam said the
peace movements in Germany,
France and Great Britain have
been concerned with limiting
arms. Often they are led by
women, whom she said may be
more concerned about total disarmament.
The panel was sponsored by
the International Relations Organization and attended by
about 40 people.

If we find you on our own - criminal charges will be filed.

PUFF'S PIZZA

I

ARMS TALKS between the
Soviet Union and the United
States could be lengthy, Anderson said.
"Neither side is willing to
publicly state what they will
give up - both are hard bargainers," Anderson said. He believes
it will be between one and two
years before an agreement is
reached.
From the German perspective, peace attempts at arms
control and reduction/disarmament is the only possible outcome, Gutmann said.
"Germany can't think of the
concept of a winable, safe nuclear war."

To whoever stole our Budweiser dock and our Moosehead Mirror,
which we had waited so long to get
YOU CAN RUN BUT YOU CANT HIDE.
We have lots of friends around here and we will find you! If you were
drunk or something bring them back, and an apology is ail that will be
necessary.

143 E. Wooster
352-7603 \

Expires 2/6/85

Gutmann said. "There is an
obsession with this, especially
among the older leaders."
Anderson said Ronald Reagan's
1983 announcement of the
n
Star Wars" technology, considered by the president to be a
defensive measure against nuclear attack, frightened other
European countries.
"No longer is the issue over
the placement of missiles in
Europe -we've passed that on to
the question of where do we go in
space," he said. The Soviets are
concerned with anti-satellite
weapons and laser systems in
rce, where their technology
s not yet match ours, Anderson said.
"We're getting away from
mutual assured destruction
which has kept the peace for
years," Gutmann noted.
Howard-Merriam said the invasion by Germany under the
Hitler regime is the reason for
the Soviets' insecurity. She said
France and Great Britain have
some insecurity
from having the
Soviet Union r'staring down at
them."

Wednesday February B 7:90
2nd Floor Union

OPEN 24 HRS.

THE.
RIGHT
PLACE

All representatives please attend
and anyone else that is interested is
welcome.
Any Questions Call
372-3509

ink - R & B band ^F
from Cleveland

TONIGHT 9:00 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM

*i.oo

presented by MSA. and UAO

QUQDQNQE
FEBRUARY SPECIAL:
El Grande
Burrito $3.95

SUNDAY-THURSDAY
The Best Appetizers in Town are 1/2 Price After 10 pm!!
352-1092
110 N. Main
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Labs better study skills
Editor's note: This is the second of two Mrticles on the University's study labs.
by Carole Hornbcrgcr
naff reporter

They also teach students how
to take tests, she said.
She also added that most of
the students' success is in their
organization, note taking, reading and studying.
READING is not the only form
of studying, according to Stefania Frank, director of the language lab, located in 303
university Hall. There is also
listening.
"You cannot learn (language)
without speaking," she said.
Frank said the lab Is an audio
learning center where students
listen to tapes of lessons and
make tapes of their voices to
hear how they are progressing.
The hours are from 9:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 to 8:30
Monday and Tuesday evenings.
The lab works with the language departments in making
the lesson tapes. Frank said
most classes require students to
do the lessons, therefore she
recommends students coming in
when the assignment Is given rather than waiting until the last

BG News/Joe Phdan
Instructionafassistants Tom Adams, unclassified grad student, and Dawn Gunter, junior communications in
education major, help Chris Gardner, psychology grad student, check over her psychology paper In the
university writing center .
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ASA TOGA DATE PARTY
Karen & John
Christine & Scott
Karen & John
Libbey & Jim
Joy & Jamie
Cindy & Bud
Kathi & Richy
Kathy & Rick
Kathy & Todd
Bubbly & Craig
Teresa & Rick
Julie & Peter
Michelle & Paul
Pam & Steve
Evette & Monte
Keri & Eric
Carolyn & Keven
Paula & Thomas
Kimmie & Brett

Nicole & Tim
Cathy & Royce
Kelly & Scott
Cecilia & Craig
Deb & Matt
Carrie & Dave
Susan & Jim
Kathi & Tim
Tracey & Sam

*f^^^*

~M

Jenni & Ric
Kuz&?
Mary Cay & Ray
Karen & Scott
Erin & Pat
Kimi & Patrick
Sara & Dave
Kim & Tom
Julie & Greg
Kim & Pierre
Amanda & Jacque
Pam & Mike
Kellie & Jim
Jean & Mike
Wendy & Gordie
Julie & Mark
Kim & Jamie
Denise & Crab
Laureen & Tim
M

M*

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

AVAILABLE RENTALS:
EIGHTH STREET APARTMENTS
• CLOSE TO CAMPUS
*
*
•
*
•

Be
IFurnished
tS°T*
4, tUA
andA unfurnished
Air conditioned
Gas heat
Laundry facilities
$250-$300 per month

803 815 E

-

'9hth Stree

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
•2 Bedrooms
•Furnished Townhouse Apartments 519 Ridge Street
•Gas Heat

•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•Laundry Facilities
•Garbage Disposals
•From $385-$460 per month

FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS
•2'Bedrooms

•2 Baths
•Furnished and unfurnished
•Laundry facilities available
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•$425-$450 per month

542,560 Frazee Avenue
519 Leroy Avenue

FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS
•2 Bedrooms
•2 Baths
•Furnished

•CLOSE TO CAMPUS

818

""»«*»■».

624,670,656 Frazee

•$425-$450 per month

* Interest on security deposits for leases
signed by March 31
♦12 Month leases also available
2 week special: Qualified renters only pay $100
deposit, good till 2-15-85

There U more to college than
math related courses. So, tor
students having problems with
anything from reading to writing, help can be found without
having to dig into their wallets.
Joyce Blinn, reading specialist of the Developmental Learning Center in University Hall,
said she and another specialist,
Janis Wells, will help any student to develop better study and
reading skills.
"We help students to study
more efficiently and to read
their text books more efficiently," Blinn said.
She said they are aware that
students do not have unlimited
time to learn and read material,
so ate and Wells help them organize their lecture notes and coordinate their notes.

r

week of school.
.Many of these workers come
from foreign language speaking
countries or are majoring in a
foreign language and can assist
students studying their language.
Frank said the lab serves all
students taking foreign languages, as well as foreign students needing assistance in
English.
A LOT OF practice is also
necessary to write well and the
University Writing Center - located in 303 Mosefey Hall - can
give students practice.
Bill Melden, public relations
coordinator for the center, said
students can obtain help on any
kind of writing problem. The
assistance can vary from writing term papers to writing thesis
dissertations.
With the help of instructors all of which must have a grade
point average of 3.0 and pass a
series of tests, Cain will start
assisting the person regardless
of his or her deficiencies.

Panhellenic Council
would like to Congratulate the 1985-1986
Executive Council

PRESIDENT

Jan Nolte

VICE PRESIDENT OF MEMBERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT

Laura Schnitzer

VICE PRESIDENT OF RUSH

Linette Hormel

VICE PRESIDENT OF RUSH COUNSELORS Connie Del Vecchio
CABINET DIRECTOR

Debbie Colucci

SECRETARY

Chris McDonald

TREASURER

Linda Powell

J
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THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TACI DELTA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE THEIR 1985
OFFICERS AND CHAIRMEN:
President:
Vice President;
Vice Preside^
^TCasurerl
Assistant Treasurers
Recording Secretary:
Corresponding Secretary!
&gt. at Arms!
fiouse Guide:House Managers

Craig Stoll
Brian Ferron
Bud Viancourt
Mark Freund
Fred Heegan
Dave Eckert
Wayne Ellis
Neil Dant
Rod Kisor
Jeff Smith

Alumni Ed Snodgras
Athletic Mike FurnasM Brian Hejiday
herhood Ralph Hennessey & f ric
Weisheit
Comfl fcjcations: Gordon Green
Commufl p Service: John D'Ettore
■nputer: Job Masterson &
Ed Memeth
External: Keven Blak*& Nell Dant
I.F.C.: Mike McGreevey
Internal: Kevin Tully
Kitchen Steward: Mike Marjonovic
Public Relations: Tom Hardy
Scholarship: Fred Heegan
Social: Len Carroll & T.R. Smith
Stereo: Brad Oatman, Mike Simp
son & John Tudhope
"Thanks to the 1 9

f1 ?ffii.r. mi flmrnim ftr i firm M
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Search questioned

New law is put to test
ELYRIA (AP) - The American OvQ liberties Union will
consider complaints from irate
parents concerning a bodyi
search last week of about 201
seventh-grade girls at Westwood
Junior High School.
Also, the board of education in
Elyria will review its policy on
student searches.
"It appears this is a gross
violation of the Supreme Court
decision (on student searches)
and if so, we intend to test it in
the courts," said Harvey Gittler,
chairman of the Oberlin chapter
oftheACLU.
Gittler said yesterday his
chapter has received several
complaints from angry parents
and has "contacted counsel in
Columbus and we are going to
make an Investigation.'r
Based on what the parents told
him, he said it appeared the
schools violated ''basic reasonableness" concept of the SuSreme Court decision in
anuary that gave school officials the right to search a stu-

dent if there is cause to believe
the student broke the law or a
school rule.
Three female school officials
conducted the search last Friday, after a student reported a
watch and a ring stolen.
STUDENTS INVOLVED in
the search who later spoke with
the Elyria Chronicle-Telegram
said they were told they would
be searched by the Lorain
County sheriff if they did not
submit to the search by school
officials.
One student, who spoke with
the newspaper on the condition
that she not be identified, said, a
female guidance counselor
"made us drop our pants to the
floor - to our feet. And then we
had to take off our shirt, and
then we had to take off our
shoes. And then they looked
down our bra to see if we had it
or not"
Another student said, "It kind
of makes you mad, because after going through all that, they

never did find it."
Superintendent Calvin Leader
said Wednesday that based in
information as be knows it, the
search was Justifiable.
"What the school was doing, in
some ways, was emphasizing
respect for other people's belongings," Leader said.
But school board members
have agreed its policy committee will review its position on the
matter.
"I don't mink there's anything
that would Justify that kind of
action on the part of our school,"
said Robert Repas,
a school
board member. rtAs far as I'm
concerned, that's next to Gestapo tactics and I don't appreciate that..."
Board member Martha Wise,
who is on the policy committee,
said, "It's a shame that it ever
happened in the first place," and
added, "I think what we have to
do is set some sort of guidelines
for the administration on concerns of this sort."

NewsT5ri£fs
:
Vaccine developed
Debated drug on trial
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) - An experimental
vaccine that could prevent gonorrhea has been
developed from a bioengineered protein and tests
on volunteers will begin next year, researchers
announced.
The vaccine is made from a cloned protein
fragment that appears to produce a protective
immune barrier against a broad range of gonorrhea-causing bacteria, said Dr. Gary Schoolnik
of the Stanford University School of Medicine.
Gonorrhea, the most communicable disease for
which records are kept in the United States,
spreads through sexual contact and can produce
severe complications, including infertility in
women, meningitis, arthritis and eye disease for
the children of afflicted mothers.

Space meeting held
ROME (AP) - Ministers of the European Space
Agency said Wednesday agency members are
close to approving a Joint space station with the
United States. But they said the agency would
also continue to seek more Western European
autonomy in space research.
The officials spoke at the opening of a two-day
meeting that is to decide Western Europe's
future in space.
A major project under discussion is the $10
billion U.S. permanent space station to be
launched in the early 1990s. A proposal before the
ministers calls for the agency to contribute a
section of the station that can be detached later to
form the basis of an independent European space
station.

CINCINNATI (AP) - A federal appeals court
has cleared the way for the start of a trial today
to determine whether the anti-nausea drug Bendectin caused birth defects in babies.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati turned down a motion to postpone the consolidated trial of nearly 1,000 lawsuits against
Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals of Cincinnati.
Thomas Bleaklev, a Detroit attorney had asked
the appeals court tor a stay of the trial, asserting
that the two-phase format chosen by U.S. District
Judge Carl Rubin was unfair. The appellate court
declined to hold up the trial, but referred the
challenge to a regular three-Judge panel for
consideration.

Activist may be freed
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) - President
P.W. Botha announced yesterday that the government would free black activist Nelson Mandela if he agreed to renounce violence. Mandela,
South Africa's most prominent opponent of white
minority rule, has served 20 years of a life
sentence.
The offer to free Mandela and other imprisoned
members of his African National Congress, the
ANC, appeared to be a significant move away
from prevailing white opinion. However, initial
reaction by blacks suggested Mandela was not
likely to accept it.
Mandela, 66, was sentenced to life in prison for
planning sabotage against the government. He
has said that blacks were forced to turn to
violence because the ruling white minority ignored peaceful protests.

►ww**«cOUPON******

Dateline.

:13thDonut
FREE
with coupon

Friday, Feb. 1
Education Series — Bonnie
Gratch, assistant professor of
information services, and Charlotto Scherer, associate professor of education and director of
the clinical laboratory, will present "Information Retrieval in
Education" at 1:30 p.m. in room
215 of the Education Building.
The event is free and open to all,
and is being sponsored by the
Clinical Laboratory and the Research Development Council of
the College of Education.
Campus Film - "The Big Chill"
will be shown at 8:00 p.m. and
10:00 p.m., Feb. 1-2, In the Main
Auditorium, University Hall.
Cost is $1.50 with University ID.

•xpirai Fab. 38

The Getaway \
DONUTS * ICE CREAM

}

m Sooth Main
357-4162 J
******KOUPOr4r*****$

Monday, Feb. 4
Campus Ffim — 7:30 p.m. in
Gish Film Theater, the Russian/German department will
present "Solo Sunny" an East
German film about a pop singer.
Presented in German, no subtitles.
Educational Memorabilia Center—Various articles will be on
display from 24 p.m. in the
Little Red Schoolbouse. west of
the commons. Free and open to
alL
Dateline, a daily service of the
News, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions by
all organizations are welcome
and must be turned in typed and
doubk-spaced one week prior to
toe event.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
Comer of Clough & Mercet
•■ ■.'■
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Now that it's time to purchase
your college ring, think about
choosing the finest - a 14 K gold
college ring from ArtCarved.
Designed and handcrafted for
lasting value, an ArtCarved 14 K
gold college ring is now more
affordable than ever. For a
limited time only, you can save
$25 on the style of your choice.
Stop by to see the entire ArtCarved collection and custom
options. Remember, it's your
year for gold!
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BGSU

Bookstore
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X CLASS RINGS

1/30 - 2/1

TIME 10:00-4:00 pm
Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted
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Weinert returns to face nation's top scorer
"Dan is having an incredible
year," BSU coach Al Brown
said. "He has received all kind
of national media attention and
111 tell you he deserves it. He's
an intense competitor and he
really solidifies our inside
game."
WHILE THE media has focused soley on Palombizio,
Brown said the Cardinal attack
is not just one-dimensional. Weinert discovered that to be true in
the teams first meeting.
When the BG defense collapsed on Palombizio, guards
Larry Reed, 11.2 ppg, and Derrick Wesley continuously drilled
long jumpers to finish with 21
and 11 points respectively.

IML, on Jan. 5. Weinert painfully

byTom Reed
sports reporter

watched Palombizio score 30
points and grab 16 rebounds en
route to an 81-67 pasting of his
Falcons.
"With guys like him in the
league I wish I would have taken
a sabbatical this year," Weinert
said. "He is having a great season. The first time we played
them, he scored from the inside
and outside. He also was a bear
on the boards."
Since transfering from Purdue last year, the 6-8, junior has
offensivly carried the Cardinals.
Palombizio, 28.7 ppg, has been
BSU's leading scorer in every
game this season, including
seven 30-plus efforts.

Whoever released John Weinert from the hospital so he
cotild coach in tomorrow's Ball
State-Bowling Green game must
either be a sadist or know nothing about college basketball.
Who else would let the woozy
Weinert, who spent the last four
days recovering from internal
bleeding, caused by stress, out
of his hospital bed to labor
through another confrontation
with the nation's leading scorer
Dan Palombizio?
In fact, Weinert probably developed the condition the last
time the teams met in Muncie,

leers face pivotal games
There has been much speculation about this weekend's
hockey series between Bowling
Green and Western Michigan
but one thing is certain, it is an
important one. Both games start
at 7:30 In the Ice Arena.
A WMU sweep would lift them
into a tie with the Falcons while
two BG wins would help them
considerably in their quest for
home ice advantage in the Central Collegiate Hockey Associationplayotfs.
"This is a pivotal series for
us." senior captain George Roll
said. "We need the home ice for
theplayoffs."
WMU brings a 14-15-1 record
into the series along with a
stingy defense led by goalie
Glenn Healy. Healy owns a .901
save percentage and surrenders
an average of 3.4 goals per

I

$4.75

0»«n 4 pm
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Dan Palombizio

13 in. On*
Hem Pirzo
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fh 337 5166
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New lunch menu
Lunch 11*30-1*30 M-F
Dinner 4-6*30 M-Thurs.
Faculty and Staff
Charges Accepted

2/I8/S5 I

Western."

9*W*75 13 in.
in One -fhO/WlOM
Item Pizza

r.d,tr,:E,,'v"on.

i.e.,., 2/ll/SJ I
Underproduoto Student Government

Leasing For Fall 1985
erties Co.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378
9:00 - 4:30
Monday

Apartment Complexes

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
1 1/2 bath

Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which
has been built features the following:
• Sun Lamps
• Melos Sauna

STUDENT
COURT

Applications for Student Court
Staff are now available at 405
Student Services Building
January 30 - February 8
Interviews to be held
February 10 and 11

Friday

Haven House
Piedmont-8th & High St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manville between
6th & 7th
707 Sixth St.
818 Seventh St.

• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

Prompt
Polite
Service

In The
Harshman
Chapman
Quad

■

__

Chkooo Style (»t»o

ChKogo Style l.iro

one coupon per pizza

back to Northern Illinois
Wednesday, and owns the
league's worst team offense,
scoring Just 66 ppg.
TO MAKE matters worse
Weinert said he fears the Falcons might open flat against
BSU. He cites that the long trip
back and forth from DeKalb, 111,
takes a lot out of a team.
Weinert said he has no tricks
up his sleeve to stop Palombizio,
but said the key to beating the
Cardinals is to shoot well.
Easier said than done. BG is
coming off another poor night
from the field against the
Huskies. BG's leading scorer
Keith Taylor, 20.6 ppg, shot an
ice cold 10 of 27 from the field.

-THE Berries NEWS.
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"I think Western plays very
tough hard nosed hockey," head
coach Jerry York said. "It's
going to be that type of series,
not dirty, but just a lot of bumping."
The Broncos and the Falcons
split a series in Kalamazoo earner this year and York said
there are certain things BG
must do, and do well, to sweep
the series.
"The defense will have to
break out of their zone and the
wings will have to put pressure
on them to cause turnovers and
create scoring opportunities,"
York said.
Although York said the team
had a good week in practice Roll
felt it necessary to give the rest
of the team a small pep talk
after Wednesday's practice.
"I just think we have to get
our minds on these games," Roll
said. "We really need to beat

game.
Even though his statistics are
impressive, one of his Falcon
counterparts, Gary Kruzich,
said there is a way to beat
Healy.
"He's a good goaltender but
there's only so much a goalie
can do," Kruzich said. "We have
to jump on him early, otherwise
hell put up a stone wall in front
of the net/'
BG WILL once again depend
heavily on the top fine of Roll.
Jamie Wansborough and Paul
Ysebeart who have accounted
for over one-third of the team's
points.
Beside scoring on Healy. BG
must also stop the Broncos from
doing the same to Kruzich and
senior WayneCollins.
Dan Dorion and Troy Thrun
coconstitute WMU's biggest offensive threat. Dorion nas 13
goals and 38 assists for 51 points
while Thrun is the team's top
goal scorer with 23.

by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Point guard Chris Sheldon is
yet another offensive weapon in
BSU's arsenal. The 6-3Junior
leads the Mid-American Conference in assists, averaging seven
a game.
While the high scoring Cards
rank first among MAC squads in
team offense and second in field
Cl accuracy, BSU. 8-10, «,
struggled at the foul line.
"The best way to describe it is
snakebitten," Brown said. "I
would say poor foul shooting has
cost us at least two or three
league games."
Foul shooting is the least of
the Falcons concerns. BG, 8-10.
2-7, has lost three straight
games, including the 8142 set-
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• Shower massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

• NwtftrilatioiWM

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
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A BG SPORTS WEEKEND!
SWIMMING vs. MIAMI
Friday 3:00 p.m.

HOCKEY vs. W. MICHIGAN
Friday/Saturday 7:30 p.m.
TICKETS AVAILABLE!

BASKETBALL vs. BALL STATE
Saturday 12:30 p.m.
FOWL TOWELS TO THE 1st 1,000 FANS

$T.55""T $l."55""ir"$lT55""T"$l755
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MEAL
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lOng (hop. or bn Craprl

Expires
2/15/85

2-PIECE
MEAL
■
■

£j>jt\
^TCKtfl

l°"0 "**» <• f ■"• Cneyi
••aMtMMIftq

2-PIECE
MEAL
'HMmirimii
(Ong ftecip. o> Ejrtr. Cnq>y|

2-PIECE
MEAL
• 1 Urn— o4 CMcWn
(Ong HMp. or Em CrMey)
• •Onty

***"
2/15/86

-ffow FeaturingFresh-Baked Buttermilk Biscuits Made From Scratch
"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

BASKETBALL vs. BALL STATE
Saturday 3:00 p.m.
TICKETS AVAILABLE!

%rtucky Pried Chicken
Port Clinton

1020 N. Main - B.G
352-2061

Fremont
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Falcon swim teams

Women cagers seek revenge against BSU

are ready for Miami

by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

by Jeffrey Fht
sports reporter

A pair of tough Mid-American
Conference dual swim meets
will be held today at 3:00 p.m. in
Cooper Pool between the men's
and women's teams of Bowling
Green and Miami.
The Falcons will participate in
what could be the closest match
of the year for both teams.
The men's squad is coming off
of an impressive Second place
finish inthe Mini-MAC meet and
"the team is due for a good meet
right now" according to head
coach Rich Draper.
Draper said attitude of the
team has picked up immensely
during the week and they are
looking forward to the contest.
"Their attitudes are very good
right now, they're really excited." said Draper.
As well they should be, for
they have nothing to lose against
Mu. The Redskins finished second in the MAC last year and are
just as tough this year. MU
could possibly be caught sleeping but Draper believes that the
Redskins will come prepared.
"They are going to be ready,"
Draper said. They know we are
having a good year and they
know that they won't be able to
come up here and mess
around."
BG HAS been somewhat less
than spectacular in the MAC this
year, 1-2 in conference dual

meets, but last week a majority
of the team's best times dropped
and the Falcons are riding a
wave of confidence into today's
contest.
"I know we're going to do
well," Draper said confidently.
The women's meet should be
equally exciting. Last year MU
edged out BG for the conference
championship and this time
around, the Falcons may be
looking for a bit of revenge.
MU is only 2-2 in dual meets
this year but, according to
Draper, the team has competed
against much tougher teams
than have the 6-0 Falcons.
Thus far, Falcons have been
outstanding, starting off the
year with a first place finish in
Die Tom Stubb's Relays and
then reeling off six dual meet
victories in a row the last of
which was an easy wipe out of
Northern Illinois. The women,
too, are riding a wave of confidence into today's meet.
Draper said the meet will be
very close, probably decided in
the very last event. "We're
going to nave a highly contested
swim meet and we will see some
very good swims from both
teams.' he said.
THIS MEET could be seen as
a preview to the season ending
MAC championships in March
where the two teams again will
go head to head, Just as last
year, for the conference crown.

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR

* Two-bedroom apartments
* Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at dough & Mercer Sts. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

em Illinois game to be anything
but a good game for us, Voll
said. "We faced a good team and
they played well. We also played
well, but for us to have beaten
them, we had to hold them under
their average (77 points per
game)."
Stephanie Coe led the Falcons
against Northern Illinois with 21
points. Joelyn Shoup added 13
B>ints and Dina Jerinic, Dawn
rown and Rhonda Moore each
scored 10.
SHOUP ALSO grabbed 17 rebounds. It was the fifth straight
game in which she has pulled
down 17 or more caroms.
Shoup continues to lead the
MAC with a 13.3 rebounding
average.
BSU, currently 5-13 overall

Even though his team is coming off an 81-70 loss to Northern
Illinois on Wednesday, Bowling
Green's women's basketball
coach Fran Voll is looking forward to facing Ball State tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in Anderson
Arena.
"I'm looking forward to playing Ball State because we are
playing well," he said. "I think
me girls are looking forward to
playing them again and getting
back on the winning track."
Even though the Falcons, now
8-8 overall and 5-4 in the MAC,
lost to Northern Illinois, Voll
believes his team played well.
"I can't determine the North-

Houses for 4-5-8 students
(2) Bedroom/(4) man Apartments
starting at $110.00 month
$495.00 semester
3 man Apartments available
9 month leases & summer leases

PHONE: 352-7365

LET'S BO
TOBOGGANING!
Saturday, February 2
Leave the Union at 7:00 a.m.
for Strongsville
Return at 5:00 p.m.
Cost: $7°°/person

Sign up in UAO office

LIVL REGGAE
1RIBITET0B0BMARLEY

HOCKEY — Riding a three
game winning streak, the Falcons will host Western Michigan tonight and tomorrow at
7:00 p.m. in the Ice Arena.
MEN'S BASKETBALL — After an 81-62 loss to Northern
Illinois, BG will attempt to get
back on the winning track tomorrow against Ball State in
Anderson Arena at 3:00 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL The women's basketball team
looks to up its 5-4 Mid-American Conference record tomor-

TMUMOAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID IDS
ONLY »2.00

row against Ball State at 7:00
p.m. in Anderson Arena.

"FIRST LIGHT," From Cleveland
and "CRUCIAL DBC," From B.G.
Wednesday, February 6
.. 7:30 Northeast Commons
Sponsored by.
• fninrtHM to CMMMHUM Bob Muky«XBM)
• MSA. UAO. WBGU-FM

. A BUct Wtwy Month Evmt

EDDIE MURPHY
_RLYHILLS|
' ELM STREET

SWIMMING — Both swim
teams will host Mid-American
Conference rival Miami tomorrow at Cooper Pool at 3:00 p.m.
The Redskins' women's team
is currently defending MAC
champions.
GYMNASTICS - BG travels to
DeKalb, 111. to take on MidAmerican Conference opponents Northern Illinois and
Ball State, and Iowa State beginning at 2:00 p.m.

1) AT 7:30 a 9:15

AT 7:30 & 9:30
EVE. ADULTS $3.50
WED. ADULTS 12.00
MIPNIOHT MOVIE ONLY $2.00

JOHNNY
"

MKHARKtATON
KXPtSCOPO
Oymitd crime Ken never
be*n ttw An* ojon. jf d"

AT 7:30 li 9:1

FRI & SAT MIDNIGHT
MOVIE ONLY $2

1M WA« « NOT OWM UMT* IHt IA»T
■AM ccan MOM. CHUCK mum M

MISSING IN ACTION (R)

9

February 1.2
Michael Katon
and the

WILD AS

210S. MAIN

a—

WILLOW HOUSE APARTMENTS
830 Fourth St.
* 1 bedroom, unfurnished apartments
* Air conditioning
* Tenants pay gas & electric
* 12 month leases only
* $225-5245 per month
N. SUMMIT APARTMENTS
(across from Ridge School)

IMOCOVr-K
H

rftaHritaM^hM^k

\
MARRIED AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS
ONLY

Howard's club H j

H

FIND OUT HOW
YOU
CAN GET INVOLVED
IN

INFORMATIONAL
MEETING
Wednesday, Feb. 6
8:00 p.m.
Ohio Suite, Union

* 1 bedroom and efficiencies
* Furnished
* 1 year leases only
* Tenants pay gas & electric
* $195-5245 per month
* Interest on security deposits for leases
signed before March 31.
GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

1 28 N. Main

Downtown

1 SALE

THIS COUPON ENTITIES HOLDER TO $1 OFF
ITEMS BELOW OR ANY OTHER REGULARLY PRICED
LP, PRERECORDED TAPE OR COMPACT DISC IN STOCK.
■■Good thru Fob. 10, 19851
Ki;o SPEEDWAGON
PHILIP BAILEY
Willis Mil I I HMN
CHINESE WALL
■■iijuifc.i
*mi imm fOw« «Mb *M Cata'i

MEADOWVIEW COURTS
214 Napoleon Rd.
352-1195

CALL NOW
Apartments Available
lBdrm.
Furnished Apt.
$270/month

Featuring

played catch-up most of the
way. Since that game, we are
playing more consistently.
'■When we first played them. I
thought they had great personnel, but they haven't won many
games since we played them
(BSU is 2-7 since facing BG),"
Voll added. "They must have
played one of their better games
against us."
Cardinal coach Karen Fitzpatrick is looking forward to facing
the Falcons following the win
over OU.
"That was a big win for us,"
she said. "We usually play well
at BG. The first time we played
(BG) this season, we jumped out
to a 19-point halftime lead, but
they came back to make a game
of it"

Sports Cap _

Friday
Saturday
CARTY RENTALS

and J-6 in the MAC, is coming off
a big win on the road, 72-61, over
Ohio University. Brenda Summers led the Cardinals with 18
points.
The Cardinals are led by senior guard Donna Lamping with
a 12.8 scoring average. Sophomore center Emma Jones is
averaging 10.3 points and a
team-leading 10.1 rebounds per
game.
,
In the first meeting between
BG and BSU, the Cardinals
came out on top, 66-61, at Muncie, Ind., on Jan. S. Senior forward Lisa Hicks led a balanced
BSU attack with 16 points. BG
was paced by Shoup with 18
points and 14 rebounds.
"They got off to a real quick
start last time," Voll said. "We

1 Unfurnished
Efficiency
$200/month

All utilities paid

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

2bdrm.
Furnished Apt.
$270/month

2Bdrm.
Unfurnished Apt.

Tenant pays gas
and electric

$250/month

tenant pays gas
& electric

•Laundry facilities available *Gas heat
•Swimming pool •Game room 'Party 'Sauna

All residents are granted the priviledge of a
I membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

5.195

Only...
rith coupon
CO
with
TEENA MARIE
STARCHUD

595
with coupon
CYNDI
LAUPER
SHE'S SO
UNUSUAl
■aavCkvtM
■■WH

M

IkMMFwi
TtaaAMwIta*
>naiw

5J95

Only...4j^
Only...
with coupon
with coupon
OPEN 7 DAYS/ M-Sot 10-10, Sundays 12-5

Classifi
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Exp seomstreea era do arjeratjons or otn*
sossng needs Raw 3520720 (Saw tf*

Fob 1, 1946

CN O CongnaUlBlona to UNN HOFsMELL tor
bong etoctod V P ol tush We're proud to have
you cany on toa CM O tadrsdn.
CN O'a cant w— to do It up right wax tha Phi
Dona and Pates He Frt. night What e comboi

Apptoaons tor sUperaraps ortored trough
*n Cceege 01 Eouoalon tor the IH1«
■rim* yaw are svaaable In Room 365
Education BuUng CnttM muM bo enrokd m toe CoSege ol EducaKm to apply
ttlltsYil lor reluming appscaalons is Februery
20, 1B86

LAST CHANCE HMOM
tor yaar parka* erakva at

«>a KIT, cm in mi

tor »« awilnlnmil HOW I

VBA inavor other naaonai bar* crerjt canto?
Want a VISA and/or other naaonai bank creds
card I baan ratoctod? Creds probtoraa, banana). oVoroed. naw In credrr? We can r*p
SmM aMngs account 1 toa requted Wrtto or
phono to! FREE datoh today' NFS. 23248
BG Broerhsey. Bedford OH. 44144 Ph (2161
761-1886.
.
Fouta typing
Supartor qustfy on a xerox mamory wrttor.
*1.00rpage. On campus pick-up (M-FI 4:00
pm 648-2878
Bood

DTTVB

Exprrionood ton rjrorjertBuii $7.60- tKon torm:
t16-tora). 352-0981

UTsWtO BasseTOOfTi

Citieiejl tame! Oieanlejilun mesolns. Mee>
aay. Februery 4, 1*M at 7JO p.m. I* tha
eaaaaae ream el aw Sludam Unton (3rd
Moor.) Ftokl Mpa to be discussed and guaal
speaker uitmm Proo end epaa Is aH

Abortion, pragnancy toots
student relee
CENTER FOR CHORE
downtown Totodo
418-256-7769

OREOON, MONTANA, ALABAMA,
COLORADO,
MAINE
9a to college
thara artnoat paying ovtot-elate
•eat or leelng MM eradrul Cad 24202 tor
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE Intospptcslion llniBiiii II Fab 211

TYrwa acimcES
16 yra eirpertenoe torm papers, toners.
. 1-665-2240

Sat Europe and Eem 8 Hourt ol CrarJI1
SUMMER STUDY IN NANTES. FRANCE
QaeoM m Engssn
Bob Beard- 'Yourn Hostels in Europe"
Open totcrmstlonal Meelng
February 6 6p.m.
The French Houee on Sorority Rovl

PERSONALS
After Hours" won't karl tor weekends! Party M
STBEAMEFTS Monday najnts T 4e.ni
ALFHA PHr- ALPHA SKtMA PHL FLOPJOA
FUNO FEB. 9, NX COMMOtM
ALPHA PHM 4 ALPHA StOS
WANT YOU AT OUR
ANNUAL FLORIDA FLING
SAT FES I, 0-1 AM NORTHEAST COMMONS
HAPPY HOUR*- THURS FEB 7. M PM
ATUPTOWNI

THE WAMNQTON CENTER MIERHtllrS*
OEAOUNE FOR MekaaTrTt HAS BEEN
iAIENCEU TO FEBRUARY 10.
totar»tnlpi abaUeble tor all
12-15 hears credit, scholarships
Ceatecl 1724202. 211 Admin, tor
bilmiatllia MesMati sstaess,

ALPHA SKIS ANO ALPHA PHN
ARE M THE MOOD TO PARTYI
GET READY FOR FLORIDA EARLYI
FLOPJOA FLING IS SAT. FES », t-1 AM.
FEATUrtsNG THE SAND
"MXH1 COesT-ANY"

THE WAJHaaOTON CENTER BIILIWMa*—
DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT IW De*M
HaMfu frOa*»l tTStJt Wet ewaMeJtOfi CaWltsfaf CeTrfl teM

you about IMSmstatl la W aahlngton DC tor
ALL MAJORS—-WED. FES • at 3:30. TOWN
ROOM. UNION. 12-11 hours credit, any torn,
KftoawwHfM fiwHM. For morat Info, COfrMl 17*4202, 231 Admin. Slog

ANNETTE AOEE
Hare's e CM O wtoh tor our (evome Rah. m and
out ol me ester Do wel ■ the meet

VCTO Chicago Weekend- FfaNT 'Si'
(April 1 JIM 4th)
Save your piece end attend the largest print
ahow In she world- eioeaent opportunity tor
co-opt and graduating students. C©st-tJ5.00
due by noon Friday Fab. 1 to Technology
Includes tickers to show.
and

* * * DON'T MSB * * *
Tha Maw 80SU Schceersrap Paoeant Fabruary 7,6.9 M KobeOet Hal
Bear.
Congrats on your Den trvMsrtng to Sandy. TNa
esskond t Bud Lkjht- Good Urns SI the DTD
Funeral Party.
Your 0.0. Roomie

Cooeen Vaughn.
Roaaa era red. violets are blue, when you face
s Hand, you gat laced tool
COME ANO JOM THE FUN WITH ALPHA PHtS
AND ALPHA aWS ON SAT. FES », 9-1 AM 1
THE NORTHEAST COMMONS. IT* GOING
TO M THE WILDEST PARTY ON CAMPUS!
IICONORATUIATIONSH
BE— COLUCCI
ON HMO ELECTED AS
PANHEL CAMNET DIRECTOR
WE'RE SO PROUO OF rOOl
Le»e.aWatotorselAa>heDeitoPI

Wt'retwxIierMeoodtlmea and I don't want
than to and. No co-op's unless you're sure. I
can't da without yal
Leaa. Paige

SE IMMORTALIZED!
Last tow days tor senior portraits.
Cell the KEY new el 1724441

■IBetoa Oat ready lor s wad t crazy Hn

IVI HI

■■ *■■ urn PJIIl'l

psyched tor our frsl tee Hope you ws tool See
ya tonight.

LOST * FOUND

Slow your Friend upll

to

to
tor an Silo inlirgaaiaal Iraa
toronry t 1.7S

_

DWO.
va?

TONS3HTS THE NrGHTI
HAPPY B9TTHOAY
DON'T M THE ONLY ONE LIFT OUT- K
AT THE NORTHEAST COMMON* ON SAT.
FEB 9. 9-1 AM. THE ALPHA PHIS ANO ALPHA
SrQS WILL BE THEM READY TO SWING! GET
READY FOR FLOPJOA FLMGIII
Do you entoy hefcxng others
The Link. Wood County's crtoia
Intervention 1 Reternkl Center needs
volunteers Deedane tor apcecenone
la Feb. 3. Cat 352 5387 or slop
by Via La* at 52S Pete St

Loee, Don
Enter the 1S8S "MrSaVJR. ALL OHIO BEAUTY"pegeenl Open to M women agaa 13 and
older Win cash and other prizes. To apply,
send name, eddreee. baihdete and recent
photo to: Halcyon House Productlone P.O Box
74 MBeraport. Oreo 43048
FLOPJOA FUNGI!
HAPPY HOURS- M PM THURS. FEB 7 AT
UPTOWN)
ON CAMPUS PARTY- 9-1 AM SAT FES 91
NORTHEAST COMMONS.
Ill

Sob Mertoy Tribute. Use Rsgges wtth
First Light and CrucW DBC. Feb. I, 7:30, N.E
Commons. Committee to Corni. lob Maillll.
MSA. UAO, W4QU-FM

FUNI EASYI SIMPLE!
LOSE WEIGHT NATURALLY ANO EARN
MONEY IN TIME FOR SPRING BREAK! 100%
OUAHENTEEDI CALL BETH AT 372-4481.
G/VEBLOOO
Feb.4- Feb.7
GRAND BALLROOM

SERVICES OFFERED

Heeey awlhday Irom me and the real ol the
aaaaraaw Nlajht Party OAK,. Haea a grael
22ndt- Yaar s»a nasal: olaaeidette neighbor

HAPPY BrRTHDAY WEEKENO. JOHN BIVMt
WELL. DOUGHBOY. YOU'RE FINALLY RID OF
USI BOOT TIME, HUHTI
LOVE. AIM

CPA Freparaoon For 5/85 E«am
Stanley H. Kapan Ed. Ctr
3550 Secor Rd Totodo
S244T01

ariBja'to, KeM, and Kksten,
Conarata an going sctrrel I'm ao proud el ray
Alpha XI

Here's e run any to get In shape, totramurels
RaieaiMl* tor women. Entries are due Feb.
« by 4:00 el 104 anjdarrl Rec Centat

CPA FYeperabon For 5185 Exam
Stanley H Kapan Ed Ctr
3550 Secor Rd Totodo
•244701

BO OWOJMif WOMEN.
LETT HAVE FUNI 00 FOR IT! BEAT MIAMI!
A FELLOW DELSOF" MEMBER.
ANNETTE

HEY BO MEN) TODAY IS TRACY BURNS 20th
BIRTHDAY
Oh* her a eel and make her day! (2-4746)
Haw a great B-day Trace Eta Tsui We love
voulThoHootoe
HEYOREWHAVE A SUPER DAYMI
LOVE YA, DEE
Hay GAMMA PHTS. Cant wen to perry down
wan you *as Friday. get ready to go crazyll —

™El^Para

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

a* Drataer novel
(arrlhThe")
gg unicom Hen
70 Aeedenir.
Abbr.
71 Core
72 dry up
'3 Whale

MUe-J by Trwl* MkM Jiffe
2 Valktylof
50 Graak ragkon
31 Swiss
mathamatician 52 Ralatingto
vlntnars
3 Aapart
34 Passagawsy
apaoa
36 Oranga shada
paymantof a
53 Spaahs. UbMcal
daM
37 Tata.in
atyta
4 Tatlor
54 Lisa's cousin
Turin
36 Word with
5 Oam in ralial
55 Eitandad vtaw
clasp o'
6 "Cakaaand
57 Fall btoom
60 Hawaiian avlan
CUftl
7 HMarapaih
62 B.ntvplaca
40 Floor ptaca
8 Ona ola woolly 42 Waar wall
63 Bona: Pratli
duo
65 Nasaar'aorg.
45 Nunnary
9 Oaluia
67 OSSsuccaaaor
47 — Oormngo
dwalling
10 Prasldaniiai
ANSWER TO PMEVKMJI PUZZLE
nrcknama
MIJl I
111 IUII
leTJIIII
ii Oraak island
111.11 IM I IMI1I III !l III 1
12 Tr*Tnlnfcar"
Hill II I
IMIIIIH. HIII'll
sculptor
II.II
13 Bagmmng
HUM
18 Concarnol
12 Down
l.ll«l«IIW 111.11114 ..um
22 Pay
IIIIHIIII
IHilll
I. IUII

mini
ii mi ii um in i
Hiiunii

25 Gold Coast
tongua
27 Small amount
26 Plato swina
pltchar
29 Campus
catabrity

r~ r-

l

HHI1HII I 11.11.III Mil.Illll
MIIHM 11111 111 IIHIlllll
Illll 1 Ul.lllli IJ' 111 III
Hi 111 Illll 11*11
111.111. I.IHHHUIJHIII Illll
111 II II I HI Hi: 111
I Mil
III II III Illll IIIH
I'll
lll'lUU
tHM\i
l«MI]

'
'

r ——

^i~

"

rr

I

'

HOCKEY PLAYERS
Groupies lank you're great mat because you
Ptoy hookey.
Frtonoa know you're great Just becaueo!
r* FLORIDA ON YOUR MSND7
THEN COME TO FLOPJOA FUNGI!
Mr**"/ HOW*- THURS. FEB 7, S-9PM
AT UPTOWNI- BO* AT DOOR!
ON CAMPUS PARTY- SAT. FE* t, 9-1 AM
NORTHEAST CCMMON4I
COW JOM THE PARTYII
Get peyched tor Woe. el ST (Ma summer, sot
anal be the samel Snuffy and Soo-Boo are
tl, but net lor long. Good luck this ssnselat.
Lore ye. Paige
JANCE,
HERES A FCMrNDER SO YOU DONT THSaK
WE FORGOT- TCINIGHTS 00»«3 TO BE A
BLAST UKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE80 TAKE A DEEP BREATH ANO HOLD ON
TIGHT. THE GOOD TeVaES ARE YET TO

COMB

i

■
Ut

«» MTU

UL JUOY MC1NT1RE
Ccngralukrllone on your KAPPA ectrvaaoni
Love. BkjUoa
PS Yea I em s» toaloue thai you aa-eady have
a date party datol

ta UM

improva niafno*^/oonoantrB(>on 'with
ak. 382-8777

OUR PARTY FPJOAY IS DEDICATED TO MOM
(EILEEN BAXTER). 0000 LUCK M THE FUTURE, WE'RE REALLY GONNA MISS YOU.
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON

PATPJCK a leVMPHY ant reoentty seen
snd down the streets ol »
saaalwlB a Ronald Reegen mask, drinking a
mth ol Jack Daniels, end waving an Amerlcan flag out tha window ol hie Chevy Btaaar.
Her aw token Into custody by the police, but
wee released end la now being watched by
MtoKOsV
PM Mu ktoophytoe Tonight's the night' Hope
you're excited beceuee we aura are' Alter
toraght youl never be the seme sgem Phi Mu
klr)1.
Love, Your Phi Mu Sletera

WANTED

Leal week tor...
SENIOR PORTRAITSI
I your appolntmenl st the KEY
TODAY! Cell J72-0044

2 neap on. F. Students seeking apt /rise 6580 ecW-yt CM Ssty 2-4925
1 aaato roommate wanted Spring aanaaler
ctoae to cempus 17Srmo. phis steetrlc. latran
Houee It. 1544*10 arler 7 M.W.F4 attar 1:30
TJJ
Male rmto. tor 2 borm.. untum. apt. Own room,
gat heat t cooking. 300 Napotoon Rd. »A-2
*125/mo. psjs electric 354-8258 eves
Roommate needed lor Spnng/Surnmer
Apt. Comer of S Coeage t Napoleon,
near drive-thru Ftoeaonable. Cat Don
orDamon354-S141.
F rmto tor large apt, Hes frectoce S116per
earn. UtflHea Included CM 354-8133 attar
6:00
3 F. Non-sm rmmta needed lor FM 85 8th
St. apt »112/mo. CM Uaa at 354-7592
Mala iTjrjneraan ntxroad desperately tor Spring
86. Fum.. US). 4 cable pd 2nd S High Great
roommalai 354-5088
F. ffcximrnala needed spring sam. $100 mnth.
plus uM Ounl stmoephere Own bedroom CM
Kety 353-0819

WIN S939 IN USA S
TraSD ANNUAL TUITION RAFFLE
FEBRUARY 4-18
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE BARRY
SANDERS ANO SANDY SOWMISKI ON THEIR
PELT LAVAUERaNG
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE DAVE
ECKERT AND MICHELLE DUPEROW ON
THEW PELT LAVAUERaNG
Theskatorso«AlplnXlwouWHketoa>ngrrdulele Serb Stolen end Bob Nelson on their A
Xl-Derla SX anaanrlnaj.
THanX FUNGI
THINK FLOPJOA!
THaNK aOPJDA FLHtQI
HAPPY HOURS— THURS FEB 7, 5-t PM AT
UPTOWNI ON CAMPUS PARTY- SAT FEB
9, 9-1 AM NORTHEAST COMMONS. BE
THERE TO PARTYI
TIRED OF THE BARS?
SICK Of THE SAME OLD ROUTINE?
COME TO FLOPJOA FLING
ANO CHANGE THAT1
SAT FES t, t-1 AM
NORTHEAST COtaMONS
Tracy Parker,
Ccngnaxaatons on your Phi Mu aOrveton!
Have e great yean Love, reany
PS. Keep rursengl
every Theteeey M 7:K 112 Lire Setonce.

A

Thurs. Feb. 7

MUST SELL STEREO INCLUDES PHONOGRAPH. CASSETTE TAPE. AM FM STEREORADaO WITH SPECIAL FEATURES BRANDNEW ASWNG $300 OR BEST OFFER CALL

353-7217
76 Toyota Coroae Good maeage. AM-FM
canltll $2260 00 362-9128
1973 DuKk-Etoctra 4 Dr. aapower. New ex.
hauee. Just tuned up. Altar 8:00pm Atoo e
couch 362-8601
Rotol receiver Excel cond Beet oiler John
362-7813
Steel Army desk, good condition 7 drawers.
green $50 352-8098
FOR SALE: TRS-80 Microcomputer Model 3
4BK One da* drive DS.DD Best otler' Cal Joe
st 362-3429 stter 2:30.
Newly reurjhoauared chair, men's 10 speed
Fu| bfca Beet orler eves 352-1220
1974 T-esnT), BLACK WIT AN INTERIOR. ONE
OWNER. NO RUST- GOOD SHAPE ASKING
1*00. (411) *4*>1»7*

FOR RENT
Carty Rentals
housee & apartments
office hours 11 -4pm
et 316 E Merry Apt 3
or phone enytkne lor Into
362-7385

Electronic technlclana hiring now CM tor
detaas 471-1440 Job Exchange SmM toa
General Ofltoe- Book keeper, recepaorssl,
secretary » others Cal the prolesatonsla 4711440. Job Exctwnge SmM toe
Msrakjsment- retM. buarnss. reelauranl I
satoe w» man and Experienced 471-1440
Job Exchange. SmM toa.
Producton OVector tor toes) TV atotkxi CM
today 471-1440 Joe Exchange SmM toa
Progressive company eoeklng arnrjrtloua BVJ).
vkknl for summer emptoymeni Exceeent experience tor the bueHosa rrandad naMdual
Pursuing a butaista degree WB involve the
ooordkietton ol ouOnga snd speclel events
Minimum ol two veers of undergraduate study
and flexbn hours a mutt. Sand persons!
aYAailsssUii or roeume to: Oaauge Lake Personml Dept. 1080 Aurora Rd. Aurura. OH
44202
Pubtc flaaalnne Good oorrara«ilrnBdn sajaa
Ptolaammtl Cat 471-1440. Job Exchange
SmM toe
TV Proaieeon Engineer $15,000 17.600
years/. CM 471-1440. Job Exchange SmM

TWO-2 bedroom fum , cent heal, ek
F. nonamokora, FM 1985 (9 mo. toaaa)
Upper-$320 pkja utl
Lower -$340 plus utl
No children or pets Deposit requked
353-0046 M-F 8 30 to 4 30 (sppt)
Ona and two bedroom spertments/houeee
ctoae to campus 8 and V Rentala 9am-3pm
352-7454 After 5pm cal 832-7555
2 bdrm . Ig . neat 2 bsis 10 campus 224 Troop
$300 00 AvM June 15 CM alter 6 00pm
354-1079
Houses t Apts for 1985 86 school year.
Smith-Boggs Rentals 352-9457 btwn. 12«pm OT352-8917 ertor 6:00pm.
Attention Skidents t saatlll tor Summer and
FM 3 bedroom Ranch Home CM Betty Baker
et 362-9110 attor 4:30
Need F students to M apts and houses Aval.
now Near campus Ph -362-7386.
Apt tor Rant tor Spring Semester
2 bedroom, teary ram. apt Heat, Cable T.V.
hookup, water paid by owner. Close to
osaapeo. Ca* 142-7142 ask tor Rath.
Sleeping rooms avM. Fum 4 untum AvM 2nd
ismeotor Nest 6 dean. CM Newtove Mgrnt

352-5620
THURSTIN APARTMENTS
Ad CONDmONaNG. FULLY CARPETED. CA
BLEV1SION. EFFICIENCY, LAUNDRY FACkJTIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 4 FALL
451 THURSTtl AVE 362-6438
Renttog tor 1144-1*94. Tan badreen rash;
furnished AC. Apia. Nine menth 4 yaar
laaaat. Exottant location Cell 352-4141
2 bedroom apts evsaable Dale 352-4380
FM 1986
2 bdrm. rum. apt.
352-2683

54

Large 3 bdrm. house mar campua 4 dovrntown. S36Qrmo. plus utl 362 2658

Human service agency NW Oho If Interested
si emptoymeni CM (419) 676-8986 Mon.-Frl
EOE

HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS Ctoae to Cameue tor tanner 1141 snd '4444 school year.
1-S47-M41

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15.000-$60.000^r
POaabkt. Al rxcupationa CM 1-805-6876000 Ext R-B849 for rtorrratson.
ftawueiauin needed
Exchange SmM lea

CM 471-1440

Job

1 bdrm. dean, comlortable 1 AvM. now,
another avM Sept. 1. 142 Buttonwood.
$170 00 CM efler 6 00pm 354-1079
HOUSES snd APARTMENTS
Close lo Cempus
86-66 echod yen 1-287-3341

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
352-9302

>••••••«••

Anytime

,•

• Close to all your needs, classes, convenient stores,
and town.
• Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting now for
summer and fall
• Limited number of roommate postions for the
semester
• On site management, maintenance and laundry
facilities.
• All utilities paid except lights
VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE
505 Clough, Suite B15
H.

•

FOH SALE: 1975 FORO GRAND TORINO
AM/FM STEREO RUNS GOOD $600.00
CALL AFTER 10PM 354-7292

HELP WANTED

GIVE BLOOD
Blood Drive Competition
Grand Ballroom
Student Union

'71 VW cemper. new engine 28.000 m
exceeent shape, luty equipped. $2 700. ca*
372-0132 bet 7-8 pm only

■dad IMMEDIATELy.
1 Btasato
Nlca l*aaT*jiaHad aparwnani. Own baoaooivt
swiltobto. Ctoae to campus. Can 342-7941

ELECTRICIANS
APf>RENTICESH»P
OPPORTUNITY
(Mont Womenl
The Toledo Joint Etoctnctons Apprsnaceshlp
snd Training Committee wl be ecoepang ape*
cations tor apprenticeship Irom January 2B.
19B5 through February 8. 1986 Apcecetions
wB be avaaable at tha Apprenticeship Treksng
Center. 803 Lime City Road. Roaelord. Ohio
(behind Local #8) Irom 9:30 a.m. to 11:30
am. . Monday through Friday H you are
between 18 and 26 (Inckjerve) years ol age (up
to 30 for <a stay tig veterans), and successruty
rrjrraTleled one year ol atoeora. have a high
school rjploma and a math and science background, and are In good physical and mental
oondaton. you quelry to apply tor said Program.
YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON.
At! Banal Opportunity rjaptoyer.

SNEA Donut Seles ere here agemi Mondeya
end Thursdayi 4:40-1140 a m.Flrst Itoer
Educ-taJe,

HUNGRY??
rVE GOT COUPON BOOKS S75-WHOLE7
S40HALF 354-721 7 ASK FOR TOM Mc

ALL-SPORTS PASS FOR SALE Price NegoItabto Ptoate cM Belli el 354-7591
M. rmto. needed dose to campus. SlOO/mo
pan ua 354-7402

• • • OOtTT MM* • • •
Tha Mtos BG S U Schctorshlp Pageant February 7,8,9 at Kooockor Hal

SkjEpa:
ITs bee e yaar, but the KO'a are psyched to
perry with you again' See you toraghtM
TheKD's

Coupon book tor sale- Will take beet oflerCa« Chris 172-3123

Navy P-Coot 40 R But new $35.00
2-bookcaaea 1 -urrlkashed $25 00
1-tkaehed $45.00
Trne/Uto BooksWtrjae Ency. 20 vol. $160.00
Neture Ub 25 vol SI 26 00
ex. rat. tor BkVSd. teachers
354 8264

Computers-operetor, dete processor, programmer 4 others CM the profoeetonek) 4711440. Job Exchange SmM tee

SAM S'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO 9pm
f YOU ARE J1, WE WSJ. BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI

352-7629

FOR SALE

PI Kappa.
We are exceed to dance the raght away wtth
you torwjht Love Ihe AXTe

SAM B'a DART LEAGUE NOW FOFaVaTrQI
PLAY BEGINS FEB. 4 CALL MaXE FOB
DETAILS 352-8284

EARN SS-15 PER HOUR Excel pt srne
telephone aelee opportunity 10 sm lo 3 p m
3 days per week. Commleeton setos with no
travaeng Setos exp helptul but not neceesery
Contact Lou rujtoger Irom 9 3011 30 am
Otakspartrin to eel medium priced costume
krweky. No oath, no catatoguoe, no parties
needed Immediate cash to salesperson Cat
Jsn Ctoktsmrth. ofltoe (419) 3373337, residence (419) 337-0382 126 N Fulton St
Waueeon, OH 43687.

1ST HIGH DUNBAR.
HEY GIRLS. GET PSYCHED FOR THIS WEEK
Er*Dr- NO HOOMIES1 I JUST WANT TO
THANK YOU ALL FOR BEING MY FRCNOS
S.8.— STAY AWAY FROM HO-H0'8. SECRET SCOPES ARE FUTURE HUSBANDS—
P.K. LOVE YA, PAk3E

Utee JermHer YoungCongralulaltona on going actJvel I couMnt have
asked tor a bettor alttol I'm so proud ol youyou're the best'!
Alpha Gam Love 1 Lots ol Mtoe, Meeasa

MONTY, CHrCO, BrlLDO 4 DUDO
ITS TOO BAD YOU'RE QWEESS. YOU
aMHT BE NOnTaML PEOPLE LIKE ZW. BEN.
sBKEYtMATTI

hypno*

NEW! At Droenedetto s
SUB-ME QUICK:
Ootvery now begins et 11am.
3524003

Ueo- Glad year hare arMl Rial l'« ehreys be
hare tor youl This weekend an arM here run.
arenlaal Leaa ye alenya. Jaraaakt

HAPPY BeTTHDAY- WE LOVE YOUI

Mon. Feb. 4 -

II

ana

Laura.
Cong/sluBBtons on your etocbon to second In
ana lor Panhel Love yal Mark

RtohandValCongraUalone on your Alphe-Chl- Alpha Sk}
prmmgl Best wtohee tor tha ruturel BWer

FOUND Good mechanical pencl Jan 23 In Lot
14 (between Anderson 1 Student Services]
Col 332-4961 to Penny

i- i "

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OREAT LAKES CONCLAVE!
NEXT THURSDAY, FPJOAY, SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 4,9.19
ASSOCIATE WITH THE 8E8TI

PARTY HEARTY FOR FLORIDA FLING 11
HAPPY HOURS- 5-t PM THURS FEB 7
AT UPTOWN- SO CENTS AT DOORI
ON-CAMPUS PARTY- SAT FEB 9, 9-1 AM
NORTHEAST COMaeONS
COME AMD JOM THE PARTYII

Elton,
Deed Lack this wooaendl Do your beat and

taring Break. BaBetootlia QuartMaad. Ask
ne haw, eel Scott M S4S-0T44

LAMBOA CHI ALPHA
STANOAR04 OP EXCELLENCE PROGRAM:
CONGRATULATIONS!
SONNY HAMIZADEHIJERRY KANCKA
SaQTHratt OF THE WEEKI

Paige- What would I do without you?l Get
peyched lot the reel ol the aamaatar and Ifua
summer! "You've got a Wend" Leva always.

SEWOR PORTRAITSI
Mate your appointment at tha KEY
TODAY) Cad 372-0044

ACMOM
1 AOJtn s
grand son
5 SMSltllnoM
9 Small Prarfli
H Prtoco. lo
Poona
15 Asian
mountain!
16 Onto port city
17 Urban dwolltng
19 Clothing, food,
ale
20 Tic
21 Grae* .attars
23 Sunday boat
faaturo
24 Franch
landacaptsl
26 Plain
26 Savory scants
30 Ravarad parson
12 Romanian con
33 Punchbowl's
island
35 Grab
39 Gasp
41 Plants
ami aca hairs
43 Ona ol tha
PWadaa
44 Apply tha bait
46 Qoodfa
46 Pallndromic
nlcknarna
46 Non-Qragarians
51
la my
•vtinaaa
53 Migh-iow-iach
oama
56 AnpaltQua'B
aunt
56 Rlr»gch4wnp
58 Sourcaol
supply
61 Braaatbona:
Prati.
64 Magazirva
p-mt.no
66 Ravarands

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
"V ALL ELSE FAILS, laeORTALITY CAN
ALWAYS BE AJJSURE BY SPECTACULAR

MAXSKA.
AS FOR A ROOMMATE YOUR THE TOPS AS
FOR A FF4END NO ONE CAN COMPARE
WE'VE BEEN 'l>»WIJOH A LOT ANO YOU
KNOW I'LL ALWAYS BE HERE TOOAY'S
YOUR DAY- SO LETS MAKE IT THE BESTI
ILOVEYAI
MAX K^KB6PC<>Ps;»HAF1»YoYJTTHOAY

When you cere enough to send the very bestsend s SNEA Apple Gram to a Mend! Sold
Mondays and Thursdays 8 30-11 30am
Join WOMEN FOR WOMEN. Tuesday. Fab S.
M S pm si Rm. 302. Harm Hat. At las ttma we
wl lorm taak kxcee lo work on various issues
(reproductive rights, violence against women,
.women's lieoWi end many others) ea wel as
support and dtocusaion groups Everyone wetcome Cat the Women. Center tor detaae
372-2281

Summer C»op opprjrturalles Cincinnati
company seek, aophmore or kmlor
lor envkonmenaJ Co-op Cat
9ta Co-op program 372-2451 or
atop by 222 Admin bk)g
Pays so 45 par hour

Order your
GrRL SCOUT COOKIES
February Ml
Cat Barb at 2-8478
Cempus Scouts

KAPPAS
Gel psyched tor the beet tea ol Via earnaatori
See you tonight
ThePNTeue

Training Program For Business or Marketing
students, runtime summer, peys HSOrweek
prua commlaaton. Car needed tor Held prete. totorrleais Thuradey Februery 21.
wwh coop alike, 222 Administration Bkjg. or oof 372-2451

MM

DEATH NOTICE
VOLZ
June 9, 19*1- Februery 1,
19SS
GREGORY A. VOLZ. 21. OF 304 DELTA TAU
DELTA. PAST PRESIDENT OF DELTA TAU
DELTA PFUTEFteTTY, BELOVED SON OF
THOMAS AND JENNY. DEVOTED LOVER OF
OMON FaNOS. FATHER OF
HEH. C'MON
NOW- LETS BE MCE- REMEMBER, THrS
aLTY-8 DEADI FFSENOS MAY CALL FFoTMY
Na3HT 8:00 P.M.? AT THE HUGH SHIELDS
MEMORIAL CHAPEL, UreTT J ON NEW FRATERNITY ROW EAST B.Y.O.B.!

va?

Winter Clearance in Progress
Jeans NThlnge 531 Ftdge
Open Frj 4 Sat ■ 10-5.30. Sun 12-5

"THAT'S A LOT OF MONEY!''

Thank you kx being auch a great Irtond. I hope
we can atom dunk and ride thoaa Urban
cowboys aoonl f not wel sM have tun wan
rhoee mportant men in Bromtield pkja the me
one when aha comae
Love. Waabli

VTP

Way to go Condol CorigratuaBione on your new
Panhel ortce- V P d Rush Counselors Good
Luck!
Love. Your Kspoa Sisleri

WM A SEMESTER'S lUITrON

Conorakaaajia Brad Lodge end jm Shaffer on
being etoctod Treasurer and Ctael Juaace ol
reiYoiaPWPsirawrrairi
Control aaaeaffeea »th rtypnoeb: 382-S777

DELTA UPSILON IS DOING IT AGAIN!
PARTY!
BASH!
BLOWOUT
SEE YOU ALL AT 9 00

JanNoaaAl your hard work Ian resty pak) orli Congratutokons on being etoctod Panhel Pteerdertrl I'm
reaty proud nt youl
PW Mu love end men. LI Maria
Jeff Loucka.
I Sony tor toa any I acted ant weekend Let's be
toends, okay? Good Luck (as weekend!
I WE'RE GONNA ROMPII
KIOOO

M

(svtxt to Stettin A Dortty's)
M
M,
H
H

M

m

M

J ^L^& ^^&
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Inside...
Falconettes Fly on Ice
Reggae Returns to BG
Videocasettte Recorders
Movies and Music and More

.. .

Jfidayr

Theatre Production:

"Tell Pharoah"
by Lofton Mitchell

directd by: Woodie King, Jr.
at
Oberlin College (Oberlin, Ohio)
Thursday February 14, 1985

THe 18 lens MigizlM ■

All Expenses Paid

Cover
The "Rocky Horror Picture Show" returns to Bowling Green toast, rice
and all.

,8
Skiing in the Flatlands

leave 3 p.m. Thursday Februai/ 14
return 1 p.m. Friday February IS
All those interested must submit a one page essay
defining your interest in Black Theatre to ECAP
office 108 Shatzel Hall by Feb. 8
■ AH Stadeats Arc Wekoae -

Friday writer Carl Buergler ponders the consequences of hitting the
slopes In a land without slopes.

for further information contact
ECAP 372-2798
•Sponsored by ECAP and BSU

Videocassette Recorders
Friday takes a look at a new entertainment alternative.

.10
Reggae
Bowling Green hosts a music festival. Jamaican style.

.12
And Much Morel
-Cover photo:. . . . See story, page 8.
Probably the most popular symbol ot trie Rocky Horror' phenomomon.apalrofredhot
lips greets Its delighted Mmgoers.
proto «>urte^ <* 20th Century Fox

Frmi/iM M mn MIIIZIH
mislMt Elriir
Lorry Dean Harris

Tim Dehnhoff

Marcella Grande

Lb Allen

Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BO News, 106 University Halt, Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green. Ohio 43403.

TO'S CAMPUS CORNER

Make this
VALENTINE'S
DAY
special for the
ones you care about!
Have your Valentine
[ printed in the BG NewsJ
Valentine's
Day!

•CMOOl
[MaAMMMMUA

Hurry, there is a limited
number available $
5 per message
902 E. Wooster
(across from Kohl Hall)
352-6225

The BG News
106 University Hall
372-2601
fmimm-

MM
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Determination, practice and sheer talent combine to make
by Greg Klerkx
BGSU hockey would be far less
interesting if it weren't for the "added
attractions" that make the hockey
scene a truly unique experience. The
ice arena antics of Freddie and
Frieda are practically legend, but
there is another group that works Just
as hard to bring spirit and fun to home
games: the BGSU Falconettes.
The Falconettes, founded in 1967 by
Phyllis Hendrix, are a precision skating club, a group of skaters who
combine skating and dancing to present a choreographed performance to
music. "We have a mixture of very
j experienced skaters and also
i who are more limited in their
said Sue Barber, coach of

The BG Skating Falcons:
The hottest thing on ice
formances during the regular hockey
season, the team also participates in
an ice show with the BGSU Skating
Club and the Bowling Green City
Skating Club. This year's show, held
during the last weekend in April, will
feature Bowling Green's favorite son,
Scott Hamilton, in his only amateur
performance of the year.
Barber said the group offers students who enjoy skating a chance to
continue their pastime on an informal, amateur basis. "A lot of kids

"Wigs and hairpieces were In fashion
then, and during one performance, the team
did some movement with the arms and this
girl's wig came right off. The other girls had no
Idea what It was. They thought It was a dead rat
or something! _ Beth Del Maramo
the Falconettes since 1973. "It usually
works out pretty well. The strong
skaters help the weaker ones and we
work for a middle ground."
The group holds open tryouts in the
fail With lS-24 skaters surviving the
cuts to become team members. Bach
member of the Falconettes is also a
member of the BGSU Skating Club
which, in turn, is a part of the United
States Figure Skating Association
(USFSA).
In addition to their five home per-

t
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who have skated in high school come
to college and they think that it (skating) is all over," she said. "When they
see or hear about us, they know that
there is something that they can do at
BG with their skating."
The Falconettes are not necessarily
for women only. Men are allowed on
the team, but few try out. "In the
past, there have been groups with an
equal number of guys and girls from
the University Skating Club," said

IM execute a pwwweei.

Barber. "But the nature of the group,
and the name, keeps most guys from
trying out 'Falconettes' sounds very
feminine."
Seniors Beth Del Maramo, nursing,
and Angela Brennan, gerontology,
have been Falconettes for four years.
Del Maramo has been skating for 12
years and Brennan for 17. Both are
amateurs and proud of it.
"The most important thing about
the Falconettes is having a good time,
both for us and the audjence," said
Del Maramo. "Meeting new friends is
also important for me. I think back on
the four years I've been in the group
and I realize how many great people
I've met"
Brennan agreed. "We all have a
common interest - skating. We're not
Scott Hamihons and we know it. But
we are having a good time and I think
it shows in performance."
In order to accommodate each
team member's schedule, the Falconettes practice at the unusual hour of
10:15 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. This time of year is the hardest because of the cold," said Del
Maramo. "But once you get to practice you're wide awake and ready to
go."
late practices do have their drawbacks, though. "Sometimes you're so
wound up from practicing that you
cant sleep,"said Brennan. "If you
have an B: 30 class it's hard to get up."
"But it's more than just Tuesdays

and Thursdays for us," added Del
Maramo. "The fans are great here,
and we went down to Miami (University) to skate last year, and now their
group is coining up here to skate.
There's the ice snow, and we have a
Christmas party every year." The
group also participates in a precision
skating competition held every March
in Wyandot, Michigan.
The Falconettes also offer a rather
unique honor to those members of the
team who commit the ultimate skating sin, falling down during a performance. "About ten years ago there
was a girl on the team named Brenda
Cheek/' said Del Maramo. "Wigs and
hairpieces were in fashion then, and
during one performance the team did
some move with the arms and this
girl's wig came right off. The other
girls had no idea what it was! They
thought it was a dead rat or something."
"So a tradition started," Brennan
continued. "If anyone falls during a
performance, Mrs. Barber pulls out
this old wig and tells them mat they
have to wear it during practice. We
call it the Brenda Cheek Award. Nobody's fallen since I've been on the
team!"
Both Del Maramo and Brennan
offer encouragement to anyone who
likes to skate to join the Falconettes.
"At night you always hate getting out
and getting ready to go, said Del
Maramo. ''But it's always been worth
it"
Bowling Green hockey fans agree.
Greg Klerkx is a senior magazine
journalism major from Aft. Clemens,
Michigan.

FMOAY/lbJ
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Skiing in Ohio:
by Carl Buergler
Just after Christmas, I was sitting
in the bar at Boston Mills ski resort
near Cleveland with some friends,
staring out at the green, barren slope
of Tiger Hill.
As the pitchers slowly drained, I
commented how unlucky we were to
be skiers here in the flatlands of the
Great Lakes area.
A friend recently told me Ohio is
supposed to be the best place in the
world for a beginning skier. Sadly, the
only pleasure a good skier will find is
the knowledge that these beginner
slopes make you look even better.
The skiers who know their place
have it made, like the hotdoggers who
ski most of us to shame and the
clueless skiers with onejnece snowmobile suits and rental skis. But, the
rest of us just cruise the slopes in
chronic mediocrity, doomed to our lot

It's just a snow job

by, vou guessed it, the flatlands.
On, sure, we can ski. but we're not
going to get much challenging terrain
around here. Of course, Boston Mills
beats skiing on Intercourse Hill.
What we mediocre skiers may lack
in ability, though, we make up for in
other areas. For instance, I can pig
out at the snack bar or enjoy an
evening of after-ski partying with the
best of them.
Another tactic we would-be experts
use to make up for our skills (or lack
thereof) is to over-equip. The normal
complement of accessories for many
might be a ski-tote in coordinated
colors; boot-tote, also in coordinated
colors; Bill Blass goggles; a wine skin
to warm frosty bodies in the long lift
lines: and a designer-label ski outfit,
which of course matches skis, boots,
hair, etc.
In this way, the terminal intermediate can hope to fool some of the
people, some of the time. At least it

will impress the guy with the snowmoAnd what can you, the aspiring
intermediate, hope to gain from this?
My advice is to take this equipment
list to the nearest sporting goods store
and arm yourself with a few choice
words designed to show your skiing
savvy like ^paralleling," "carving,
and ''slalom?' Then bead for the bar
at the nearest flatlands skiing area.
You'll already have something in
common with the rest of the terminal
intermediates, and you can learn to
ski later. That's one of the least important details.
And the next time you find yourself
wrapped around a tree on a slope that
you knew was too difficult to start
with, take heart. The hotdogger who
sailed past, laughing, will probably be
lying in a ditch somewhere down the
lull.
Carl Buergler is a Junior public
relations major from Akron, Ohio.

FRIOAV DonLM

BRING YOU

TONIGHT
and
NEXT WEEKEND
Show begins at midnight at Stadium Cinema
$2.00 w/BGSU ID
2 tickets may be
purchased with one ID.
Costumes welcome.
Only carry-ins pertaining
to participation in the film
will be permitted. You will
be checked for other
carry-Ins. Refusal to undergo this check will result in denial of entrance
and a refund will be given.

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Hrs
Mon-Frl 8:00-5:00 Come Early For Best Selection!
Sat. 9:00-5:00
Limited Time • Limited Quantity
—■•

CINEMA
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'Snowman' is a near miss
by Dove Terry
"The Falcon and the Snowman,"
starring Timothy Hutton and Sean
Penn, is the true story of Christopher
Boyce and Dalton Lee who, in 1972.
were convicted of selling classified
U.S. government documents to the
Soviet Union.
However, director John Schlesinger
has made this less the biography of
two American traitors than it is a
social comment on the U.S. and
U.S.S.R.
The film opens with Boyce (Hutton)
returning home after an unsuccessful
attempt at seminary school, and he
soon realizes he has nowhere to go
with his life. He begins work as a mail
clerk for a corporation that handles
government defense contracts.
After a short time, he gains access
to classified information and convinces his best friend Lee (Penn) to
help him smuggle the documents out
of the country. Thus, the adventure
Falcon and the Snowman,"
through the main characters, deals
with the complex problems between
the U.S. and the Soviet Union in a

simplistic way. It also displays the
sense of apathy that the American
people have toward much of their
government's actions.
But the greatest strength of the film
is the situation as seen through
Boyce's eyes which helps the audience understand his actions.
This helped bring a greater sense of
objectivity to a subject often viewed
as black and white or, better yet,
"red, white and blue."
Overall, the film holds the attention
of the audience very well. But occasionally, Hutton's and Perm's performances and the storyline are
unconvincing.
But the depiction of the story
through the eyes of Boyce makes the
film worthwhile.
Dave Terry is a senior art major from
Bowling Green, Ohio.

•
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SODS & SON

FORT LAGDERDALE SPRING BREAK
8 days and 7 nights
* Apartments by Bali Hai
*************
• 4, 6, or 8 occupancy
• Kitchen «Bath
•Color cable TV
'Shuttle van available
♦ Transportation via motorcoach
-Also available separately for $95°° ****£${***'*'{*

ONLY
$23900

Contact: Troy Thomas
324 Offenhauer-W
372-6420

will be speaking
about pageants and
her reign as Miss Ohio

^

Friday, Feb. 8 *
1:30 p.m.
Community Suite
Union
Free

<jr<)i*f>

ordora

Domino's
Rizz.Sk -

De/ivers:

"WARS
The Contest:
Domino's Pizza will award free. 30 large pizzas and
$50.00 cash for liquid refreshments to the group
purchasing the most pizzas starting now and running
through February 17, 1985
1616 East Wooster

352-1539

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

Limited delivery area
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Hours: 4 p.m. - 2 a. n. Sunday Thru Wednesday
4 p.m. - 3 a.m. Thursday Thru Saturday

t
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It's so easy to play. Call your
nearest Domino's Pizza store
for details.
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1984 Miss Ohio
+Melissa Bradley
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you'll win a free pizza purlv'
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"The Falcon and the Snowman"
Director: John Schlesinger
Christopher Boyce:
Timothy Hutton
Dalton Lee: Sean Perm
Rating: 7 on a 10-point scale
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Our Superb Cheese Pizza
Two
Two
One
One

10"
12"
12"
16"

Cheese
Cheese
Cheese
Cheese

Pizzas
Pizzas
Pizza
Pizza

$5.99
$7.49
$4.70
$6.95
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J52-153*
1816 East Woosler
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Green
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Honeymoon Suite debuts with a pleasing rocker
by Gf eg Comer

Honeymoon Suite is just a good rock-n-roll band that utilizes upbeat and
slower material that begs to be listened to and recognized.
While the chilly winds and snow whip across campus, some students begin to
Honeymoon Suite has a lot of plusses going for them. Two seem to stand out:
experience cabin fever and depression. A couple of ways to combat these strong vocal variations and excellent keyboards. With four vocalists in the
ailments is by listening to good music and thinking of the spring ahead. To band, listeners can enioy a wide variety of tonal characteristics.
combine these cures, listen to the self-titled album by Honeymoon Suite.
Well-timed and nicely spaced, Coburn's several synth tones move each song
TUs band, comprised of Ray Coburn on keyboards and vocals, Derry Grehan right along. However they are never overbearing and seem to pop up just at the
on lead guitar and vocals, Johnny Dee with lead vocals and guitar, bassist appropriate time.
Garry Lalonde and drummer Dave Betts is yet another fine example of
Another plus is the interplay between the guitars and keys. This fact
Canadian talent
certainly doesn't undermine the rest of the band. They are all fine musicians;
The band's first single, "New Girl Now." is a good song, but is by far not the especially Derry Grehan's lead guitar that really drives Honeymoon Suite.
best effort on the LP.
Close your eyes and listen to the reggae-ish rhythms and summeresque
Honeymoon Suite utilizes all the basics of rock-n-roll. Sound lyrics, powerful lyrics of "Wave Babies." The bitter cold BG weather gives way to balmy Fort
guitars, keys and an adequate rhythm section combine to form one of 1984's Lauderdale winds and dreams of Spring Break '85. In fact a lot of the songs are
most underrated records.
good - "Summertime, top-down, beer drinking, cruisin' tones".
Definitely not a head-banging, heavy metal outfit, the band can rock with the
Rounding out the LP are two prime cuts, "Turn My Head" and "It's Y<rr
best of them while being twice as melodic as some of those jelly-heads.
Heart." Both are upbeat tunes that are hot enough to blast this band to the top.
The song "Burning in Love" proves this. By adapting a powerful, yet catchy
The debut album from Honeymoon Suite is a fine effort for the group and a
guitar line, a sizzling lead, well placed keys and lyrics to relate to, it ranks nice addition to anyone's collection. The music-lover will fall book, line and
itself as the hottest track on the LP.
sinker for it and will anxiously await the second release from this band.
*•**•*•** ******* *********** ***************** *******

Wanted:
Male and Female Contestants
for the 3rd Annual
Mr. BGSU and Ms. BGSU
Physique Contests
March 2nd
Entries must be received by Feb. 8 and can be obtained
from Dr. Dunn, Sports Physiology, Eppler South, or the
Weight Club officers lab.
***************************************************************i

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE BEST APARTMENTS!!
WE HAVE IT ALL- -SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE:

805 Thurstin
517 E. Reed
520 E. Reed
525 E. Merry
507 E. Merry
850 Scott Hamilton
810-815 Fourth
602, 605, 610 Second
309 High
649 Sixth
640 Eighth
725 Ninth
222-228 S. College
615 Second
701 Fourth
320 Elm
801 Fifth
733 Manville

825 Third
841 Eighth
801-825 Sixth
31 lte.315.315y2.317,319 S. Main
328'/2,332te,336te S. Main
203-205 S. Church
423.523,525 N. Enterprise
322 '/z E. Merry
119-121 University Lane
710 1/2 Elm
234 S. College
327 E. Evers
223 S. Church
831 Scott Hamilton
243-243'/2 S. Prospect
138 1/2 N. Main
216-220 Manville
120-122te N. Prospect

"Stop in for free Brochure of over 400 Rentals"

328 8. Main

352-5620
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New romance novels short and sweet
by Stephanie Lopuszynskl
For less than seventy cents, romance is now available three times a
month through the mail.
Incredible as it may seem, a "sweet
romance" can be enjoyed in the privacy of one's own home by subscribing to the Satin Swan collection of allnew, all-original novels recently introduced to the American public.
Published every month by some of
the nation's foremost romance authors, Satin Swan romances are not
like the steamy, passion-filled pages
of the classic romance novel. Marketed by the J-Publishing Company
Inc., the 52 page books consist of
approximately 20,000 words, nearly
two-thirds shorter than standard romance paperbacks sold commercially.

Billboard's Best The following are Billboard's top
10 hit singles and albums for this
week.

(AP)

v
^'
HOT SINGLES
l."I Want to Know What Love Is"
Foreigner (Atlantic)
2."Easy Lover" Philip Bailey (Columbia)
3."Careless Whisper" Wham (Columbia)

-<

The Satin Swan novels stand out in
their genre because they follow more
of a magazine format.
"It was our design from the very
beginning to be totally different from
the crowd of romance publishers for a
number of marketing reasons, and we
have achieved that goal," said Jerry
Hoffman, publisher of the firm. "We
wanted a separate identity; a distinctive appearance, and we have sue-

readers of regular romance novels.
Hawaii and the Bahamas. Beginning
in March, entry blanks will appear in
the novels to promote the trips with a
new winner being chosen every four
months.
To make the romance of Satin Swan
even sweeter, the company offers
each reader the opportunity to win an
all-expense-paid vacation for two to
exotic locations including the Virgin
Islands, Paris, Hong Kong, Jamaica,

According to Hoffman, the books
are contemporary in nature but carry
no overt sexual themes.
Numerous marketing studies suggest there is a revival of traditional,
old-fashioned romance in society that
is gaining momentum, Hoffman said.
He believes Satin Swan will prove to
be very popular with the millions of

Satin Swan publishes 36 issues a
year so any individual may experience romance twice a month in a
novel way - through home delivery.
Stephanie Lopuszynski is a senior
public relations major from Ashtabula. Ohio.

4."Lover Boy" Billy Ocean (JiveArista)
5. "The Boys of Summer" Don Hern
ley (Geffen)
6."You're the Inspiration" Chicago
(Full Moon-Warner Bros.)
7."Method of Modern Love" Daryl
Hall & John Oates (RCA)
8."Neutron Dance" The Pointer
Sisters (Planet)
9."Like a Virgin" Madonna (Sire)Gold (More than 1 million singles
sold.)

10."I Would Die 4 U" Prince & The
Revolution (Warner Bros.)
ALBUMS
l."Like a Virgin" Madonna (Sire)Platinum (More than 1 million units
sold.)
2."Bom in the U.S.A." Bruce
Springsteen (Columbia{-Platinum
3."Make It Big" Wham (Columbia I-Platinum
4."Agent Provocateur" Foreigner
(Atlantic)

HOfc^RDS
CLUBH

5."Purple Rain" Prince & The Revolution (Warner Bros. (-Platinum
6."17" Chicago (Full MoonWarner
Bros. (-Platinum
7."New Edition" New Edition
(MCA)-Platinum
8."Reckless" Bryan Adams (A&M)
9."Private Dancer" Tina Turner
(Capitol (-Platinum
l(f"Centerfield" John Fogerty
(Warner Bros.)
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Time to Wi

by Marcello Grande
Unlike most films which contain a
storyline and a plot, this one contains
a sweet transvestite and a castle full
of groupies. But that did not stop the
"Rocky Horror Picture Show" from
grossing 20 million dollars during its
first four years on the movie circuit.
(The film's production expenses
amounted only to one million dollars).
And now "Rocky Horror" will gross
even more - money, that is, as the
flick comes to BG Friday and Saturday, Feb. 1 and 2, and Friday and
Saturday, Feb. 8 and 9, at midnight on
all four nights.
In cooperation with Armstrong Circuit Inc.. the University Activities
Organization is sponsoring the event
coordinated by Lori Wolf inger, iunior
international business and marketing
research major and student director
of UAO campus films.
The British-made "Rocky Horror"
has become a legend in the motion
picture industry, as it still shows in
metropolitan area movie houses. In
Clenbad'i Plain Deafer k used bv
the audience to take caver from the
rainstorm. And toast is burled at the
screen when the wedding party
proposes a toast at the begbmiag of
themovk.

by Marcello Grande
So much has happened with the cult
film since its premier in England.
Before its screen version, the "Rocky
Horror Picture Show" was an actual
drama called the "Rocky Horror
Show," which was voted the best
miwi^ii of 1973 in England, according
toWolfinger.
Just last Mandav, Entertainment
Tonight announced that the drama
version was being revived in the
states starring Wendy 0. Williams.
the lead singer of the controversial
Plasma tics.
According to Diane Pancion, regional sates manager for Films Inc.,
Tim Curry who stars in "Rocky" as
the transsexual transvestite Dr.
Frankenfurter, is starring in an upcoming film opposite Tom Cruise.Pancion said Curry has tried to
remake his name in rock 'n roll and in
acting but has run into some problems
with the Frankenfurter stigma attached to his name. He did make

three albums and also starred in a
film a few years ago titled "Time's
Square," co-starring Susan Sarandon
who portrayed Janet Weiss in the
'Rocky Horror'film.
A sequel to "Rocky Horror," called
"Shock Treatment,'' was made, directed by Jim Sharman. The film
never met with success as did its
predecessor. "Shock Treatment" did
not boast of any of the actors from
"Rocky Horror" except for Richard
O'Brien who plays Riff Raff.
According to Misuraca. "Rocky
Horror" was instrumental in "changing the genre of the midnight film/'
Whereas before, the typical midnight
movies were porno or slasher movies,
Misuraca said.
Pancion agrees with Misuraca, citing other college campuses who show
midnight movies such as Northwestern University.
Once a year, the midnight film, r'Mommie Dearest" is
shown. The students there bring
cleanser and hangers, Pancion said.

TIME
WAJ
Tkfe
Warp,

diagram illustrates the steps to
the audience does during the i

England, rumor has it that the off-thewall film was created by filthy rich
Englishmen who needed to lose
money for tax write-offs. However, no
one has been able to confirm this.
What has kept the film a cult classic
since its debut over 10 years ago is its
element of audience partipation.
Members of the audience come
dressed in groupie clothes and furnish
themselves with rice for the wedding,
toast for the wedding toast, newspapers, raincoats and umbrellas for the
rainstorm, and other various props
for different scenes.
According to the director of UAO,
Tom Misuraca, students are encouraged to bring all the standard'Rocky
Horror' props into the Stadium Cinema.

When Inspector Scott shows up oa l
kretttgate, the audience lobs toilet
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"Just no knives, guns, six-packs,
chainsaws, Harleys, and those types
of things," Misuraca said. "And no
lighters, he added."
Although lighters are a standard
prop, Misuraca said they are not
permitted because they would be a
fire hazard.
For those who haven't seen the flick
in its decade-long existence. "Rocky
Horror" centers on Brad and Janet, a
pair of newlyweds en route to their
honeymoon when a storm, along with
car trouble, leaves them stranded in a
.west. The only sign of civilization is
a castle full of aliens from the planet
of Transylvania. Janet and Brad decide to enlist help from the castle
residents. They knock on the door,
and the fun begins.

«r at the tcreem.

While Chuck, the narrator, explains
what is happening throughout the
film, members of the audience drown
out his narration with their own dialogues that differ from city to city.
For example, in Cleveland the groupies
appear and the audience shouts,
r
'Ifs Cleveland City Council."
The reason audiences narrate the
script and drown out Chuck is because
they dislike him since he is "b-o-o-oring" and "doesn't have a neck."
Some hard-core "Rocky Horror"
followers have seen the film at least
10 times and know the dialogue backward and forward. They come
dressed in wedding clothes and act
out the first scene in the front of the
theater while the film is showing.
Others who have only seen it once
can easily recall the dialogue. But
those who have never seen the movie
are "virgins" and will have to sit,
listen and screen themselves from the
rice.
Unlike other UAO movies which are
presented in large lecture halls,
'Rocky Horror' will be shown at the
Stadium Plaza Cinema at 1600 E.
Wooster St., an arrangement that was
beneficial for both UAO and the Stadium Cinema business.
"They (Armstrong Circuit Inc.,
which owns Stadium Cinema and the
Cla-Zel) wanted to work out something that will involve the campus
community. It worked out well because they have the necessary facilites to show a movie like this. That

theater is larger than 210 Math/Science, self-contained and it has concessions," Misuraca said, praising the
Armstrong people.
Five years ago. 'Rocky Horror' was
shown in 210 Math-Science and turned
out to be a disaster.
"There were broken chairs. Pe
were wandering about the build
and there was other destruction, I
toast and rice were not the problem."
Misuraca said, "It's the people who
get carried away."
The University never said the
movie could not be shown again on
campus, but Misuraca said UAO did
not want to be responsible for any
classroom damage. Misuraca predicts the success of the arrangement
to be a "result of a University entity
and a local business getting together," he said.
Because the movie is still a UAO
production, all UAO guidelines will be
enforced such as students having to
show their current validation cards in
order to be admitted, and two tickets
can be purchased with the showing of
one validation card, Wolfinger said.
Admission is $2. There will be no
advance ticket sales and no passes
accepted, Misuraca said.
"This movie is only for students and
University employees. No one from
Tontogany or Toledo can be admitted" Misuraca said.
Marceha Grande is a junior magazine
journalism major trom Independence, Ohio.
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VCR's bring a movie theatre to your living room
by Connie Perkins
Friday is approaching and the eternal question arises, "what's going on
this weekend - any parties?" Parties
or not, there are always the bars
offering just about the same things:
too many people pushing and shoving,
spilling beer and smoke so thick your
eyes are begging for mercy after
about 30 minutes.
So why put yourself through this
routine every week? Get some friends
together, rent a video cassette recorder (VCR) with some movies and

COUPONS HM

1025 N. Main

Buy 1 Single
at regular price
Get One

FREE!
■ ■ expires: 2/7/851BI

HEEL & SOLE
SHOE REPAIR
504 Pearl St.
Hours:
Tues thru Fri
9-5:30 pm
Saturday
9-12 noon

TIE
COPT SHOP

Resumes
Posters
Table Tents
Flyers
Trophies
and
Plaques

The VIDEO SPECTRUM
•••••••128 W. Wooster#«####«
352-4171

10% OFF

VCR RENTALS

Rent a VCR For 3 nights and Receive
4 Free Movies of Your Choice
For 10% off the Regular price of $30."
OVER 2,000 MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM

•^YiWiPBfffBYffllffllftgYIBg'

have a party of your own. No lines to
wait in, no stamps to scour off your
already raw hand, and room to actually move around without being on the
receiving end of someone's spilling
beer.
VCR parties bold no limit to the
imagination. Utilize a theme. Have a
horror night and watch a couple of
thrillers with the lights turned off, or
maybe a comedy festival with Abbott
and Costelto, Eddie Murphy and The
Three Stooges.
Any Clint Eastwood fans out there?
What about a "Dirty Harry" party
with all of Eastwood s best moments
captured for you. You can even rewind the tape to see that punishing
Clint punch delivered one more time.
Know any college friends who will
be getting married soon? Throw a
bachelor or bachelorette party. Adult
movies are available with proper
identification.
Big parties can be a lot of fun, but so
can a romantic evening for two. A
bottle of wine, a candle or two and
your date's favorite movie can add up
to a special, unique date.
Maybe you've already seen the
shows playing in town or you really
have no desire to see them. Now is
your chance to see an old favorite.
Not big on the classics? You can
rent the movie you always wanted to
see but never got the chance. You
know, the one that left town the day
before you got paid or the time you
were Just too Dusy. Whatever the
reason, at one time or another all of us
miss a movie and wait for it to show
up years later as an edited television
version. Renting a VCR can eliminate
such a problem.
continued on next page

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THESE BROTHERS ON THEIR
NEWLY-ELECTED LF.ClPOSITIONS:
T.R. SMITH: PRESIDENT OF LF.C.
DANCHHTON: VICE PRESIDENT OF RUSH
KEVEN BLAKE: VICE PHESIDEMT OF I.F&D.C.

"NICE JOB GENTLEMEN"
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VCRs continued

Film classics return to T-town
by Shelly Trusty

from page 10
According to Susan Wilkins, manager and owner of The Video Sp
trum at 110 W. Wooster in Bowl
Green, the cost of renting a VCR
one movie overnight can be as low as
$10.00.
"More popular movies and new
releases are usually more expensive
than the other movies," said Wilkins,
"but you can get movies that range
from 99 cents to $5.00." Wilkins also
said that most additional movies cost
about $2.50 when rented along with an
overnight package.
It can cost over $9.00 in some cinemas for just two tickets. You and
some friends can get together, rent a
VCR and some movies and spend only
a dollar or two apiece with plenty of
money left for pizza and beer. Most
video stores offer thousands of films
to select from, so there is sure to be
something available to satisfy even
the most bizarre tastes.
Wilkins suggested making a reservation a wees in advance to ensure
getting a VCR. Club memberships

and deposits aren't necessary to rent
a VCR and tapes from The Video
Spectrum. All that is needed is a
student I.D. and a local address,
Wilkins added.
Phillips Television Co. at 1028 N.
Main in Bowling Green also offers
these services.
Loren Phillips, manager and
owner, said he doesn't deal solely with
recorder and movie rentals and thus
doesn't have as broad a selection as
his competitor. However, he does
offer an alternative. He gives the
option to rent for more than three
days and has videodisc players and
movies available. Mr. Phillips does
require either a deposit or club membership before renting his equipment
or movies. Both places have movie
lists available to the public at no
charge.
So whether it's a romantic evening
for two or a big bash for ten, VCR
rentals offer a refreshing alternative
to bars and the same old parties.
Connie Perkins is a senior public
relations major from Maumee, Ohio.
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Bring in this ad for a tree pair of leather-faced work gloves
(S3.00 retail value) when you join our Rental Club (no
membership fee). Rental Club card entitles you to 10%
discounts on all rentals at your U-Haul Center. Find us in
the white pages.

SPECUU. OFFER TO MTMOUCE YOU TO RENT N' SAVE" EQUIPMENT
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at your U-HAUL Center
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WGTE-TV, public television, and
WGTE-FM, public radio for the Toledo area are launching a series of
classic films to be shown in the theater at Owens-Illinois world headquarters in the Seagate building.
The film series began last weekend
with "The Sound of Music."
Susan Sharkey, theater manager,
said that WGTE is not making any
money on the project. "We have set
aside funding for this (movie festival)
... it works out well for Owens-Illinois because they get people to the
downtown area - and to their shops
downstairs. Mostly we're (WGTE)
just after the exposure."
She said a percentage of admission
price goes to Owens-Illinois for the
use of the theater, and any money left
over goes back into WGTE's budget.
"Eventually, we'd like this (film
series) to run independently, to stand
on its own two feet. It's a moneymaking proposition (for the future),

another avenue for fundraising,"
Sharkey said. "We don't want to confuse this with our regular programming, and we don't want to detract
from WGTE's viewing audience."
"I think it will be a unique experience for Toledo. There's no other
outlet for classic films (in the Toledo
area)," Sharkey said, "We run films
on our station, but seeing them on the
bigscreen is a different experience."
The series of classic films will run
once a month through May. Three
films are scheduled for the weekend
of Feb. 15,16, and 17.
"Citizen Kane" will be shown at 7
p.m. and 9 p.m. on the 15th and 16th
and 7 p.m. on the 17th. "Guys and
Dolls" will be shown at 4 p.m. on the
16th and 17th, and "Willy Wonka and
the Chocolate Factory" will be shown
at 2 p.m. on the 16th and 17th.
Movies are $3.50 for adults, and
$2.00 for children under 11
Shelly Trusty is a junior English
major from Reno, Nevada.
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'First Light' celebrates Jamaican reggae sound
by Jeff Keene
Now that the cold claws of winter
have clutched Bowling Green in their
frigid grasp, students are spending
more tiine indoors and less in the
arctic outdoors. But this Wednesday,
Feb. 6, the sunny sounds of Jamaican
reggae will beat up the Northeast
Commons and melt away the blahs of
winter.
Live reggae is coming to Northwest
Ohio as Cleveland's First Light brings
their hot music to town for a 7:30 p.m.
show. The Committee to Commemorate Bob Marley is helping sponsor
the event which, fittingly, falls on the
late reggae great's birthday. Crucial
D.B.C., a local band, will open the
festivities, which are free and open to
the public.
Although reggae music is relatively
new to the Bowling Green area, Carlos Jones, percussionist and lead vocalist for First Light, says the
audience should not worry if they are
unfamiliar with reggae.
"We are an all-American band. All
of our members are from the Cleveland area, and our tastes are rooted in
rock and roll, rhythm and blues and
jazz," Jones said.
First Light's music is a blend of all

three styles, Jones said, with an emphasis on the "roots of the music."
These musical roots allow the band to
create an international sound which
appeals to even the most prudent
musical tastes. Jones said even fans
of the Clash were out of their seats
dancing when First Light opened for

"Musical Uprising."
"We like to perform the standards,
but in a non-traditional style," Jones
commented.
j to Jones, First Light will
be celebrating their first anniversary
as a band on the night of their Bowling
Green show. In that time, they have

the band last year.
On stage, the band performs many
reggae classics, including Bob Marley's "Waiting in Vain," and UB40's
"If it Happens Again." First Light
also writes and performs a number of
original songs, some of which will be
available on an upcoming album,

amassed a loyal audience from
Athens to Ann Arbor and from Kentucky to Connecticut.
"Our music is definitely entertaining," Jones said, "but a major focus
in the music is spiritual. We love to
entertain, but our music contains a
spiritual message too."

The name First Light comes from a
Slossary of "Rastafarian" terms,
ones said. The Rastafarians are a
distinct movement of people within
Jamaica who convey many of their
beliefs or messages through reggae
music. Jones said the term "First
Light" means "out of the darkness,"
or "new day tomorrow," which set
the tone the band hoped to take when
he and four others left the reggae
band I-TAL a year ago to form First
Light.
One year later, with an East Coast
tour under their belt, First Light has
truly come out of the darkness. Besides
the upcoming record, the band hopes
to tour the sunny shores of Florida
this spring, Jones said.
Other than Jones, First Light consists of Mike Wasson on lead guitar
and vocals, Bob Caruso on congas and
percussion, Steve Christian on trumpet and vocals, Rodney Reisman on
drums, Ed Marthey on keyboards and
vocals and Ed Skinner on drums.
And what is in the future for this
talented septet?
"More music, more records, and
maybe a video," said Jones with a
laugh. "We want to get things moving. We want to spread this thing
around."
JetfKeane is a Junior news editorial
major from Lancaster, Ohio.
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Steve Adolph
Larry Barnes
Bob Craig
Tim Craig
Darin Harris
Chris Klein
Gregg Lindemulder
Kevin Maruskin
Jimi Mauri
Dave McAdams

Brett McVey
Ted Moyer
Tim Peterson
Doug Ruch
Scott Singer
Adam Sterle
Gary Strain
Dennis Vicchiarelli
Ken Weiss
Dave Wheeler
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HOVE LUCY
EDUCATIONAI.
PHOQRAMMING
■SFH) SMIDWIEK (FRII
KSPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL IMON-WEOI
CSPNI POCKET BILLIARDS

i

(THUI
(TMCI MOVIE fTMU. FRO
1:00
I* MOV*
DAYS OF OUR LIVES
f£ ALL MY CHILDP.E N
IISPNI WORLD CUP SKIINO
(FRII
■

■

AS

1:30
THE

WORLD

TURNS
IESPNI WORLD OF AUTO
RACING
1SS4
DASHES
ANO SMASHES (Rl (THUI
[TMCI MOVIE IMON. WED)
2:00
9J ANOTHER WORLD
■ ONE LIFE TO LIVE
(ESPNI PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE IFRI)
(TMCI MOV* (TUEI

MO
OSCAPITOL
(ISPNI LPOA OOLF IMONI
■SPNI HARNESS RACING:
CLASS OF S4 (TUE)
(ESPNI
AUTO
RACING:
1B84
CART
AWARDS
(WED)
(ESPNI WORLD CUP SKIINO
(THUI
(TMCI MOVIE (THUI

■I
■|
D
■
fB

3:00
| GUIDING LIGHT
CORONATION STREET
COP
SAX
SANTA
BARSARA
GENERAL HOSPITAL
WOODY WOODPECKER
THIS OLD HOUSE IFRI)

■
B
■
■

4:00
RITUALS
DO IT FOR YOURSELF
LOVE BOAT
HART TO MART (MOM.

WED FRII
I SPECIAL TREAT (TUE)
FANTASTIC FUN FESTIVAL
(■ SESAME STREET Q
VOLTRON. DEFENDER
OF THE UNIVERSE (TUSFRI)
■ THUNOERCATS IMON)
•SPNI COLLEGE BASKETSALL REPORT (Rl (TUEI
(SPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL (THU)
(TMO MOVIE (TUEI
4:30
(DIVORCE COURT
KIOS OF
MORAS*
STREET IFRII
■
ELEPHANT
SHOW
(MON)
■ ECHSON TWINS (TUE)
■ GOING GREAT (WED)
0 WHAT'S NEW? (THU)
■ MUSIC VIDEOS (TUBFRI)
(SPNI

3:30
» JUST LIKE MOM
PORKY
PIG

AND

BASKET-

BALL (TUE, FRI)
I IESPNI
BODYBUILDING
MR. UNIVERSE COMPETITION (R) IMONI
(TMCI MOVIE (THU, FRI)
B:0O
QBENSON
©VIDEO HITS
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI
PEOPLE'S COURT
■ HE-MAN AND MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE
»■ MISTER ROGERS
DUKES OF HAZZARD
(ESPNI
AUTO
RACING
IWEOI
(TMCI MOVK (MON. WED)

fAKNfWSg
m HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
|J BUSINESS nEPOtlT
fESPRI SPOHTSLOOK
7:O0
9 •
ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Featured
Cheryl
Ledd
i BOUNDER
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
DUKES OF HAZZARD
BUSINESS REPORT
M^A^S^H
MACNER.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
7:30
6J P.M. MAGAZINE G>MI
white eherk* Feyiewoather. a
papulfjr band kom Ctevelend
O-o Etya Beaam. a *uccaaaful
Rutaien tfrwiagrani a group rhet
hM combined rotter ekehng and
D) eek dancing
% TRI-COUNTY CAMERA
MOORE TOWN
I FAMB.Y FEUO
I TAXI
I W*U>, WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
O THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN)
WINNING
GOLF
Guaat* B*IY Caaper. Jerry Barbar

i

W

.

BOO
• 0 DUKES OF HAZZARD
Bo and Luke race at* a pea at
orooha who hava framed Eno* lor

a bar* robbery
m
TOMMY
HUNTER
SHOW Guam Don- WMI. Ed
Bruca FradOW Man Couam Clam
99 ALL-TIME TVS GREAT
EST CENSORED BLOOPERS
Tan Conwey Oc* Mat tin and Bob
Keeffhan pom hot, Otcfe Clark lor a
look at aorta of iha mora memorable gettea horn the wand of
tateveaaon
#9 BENSON On an ofttoal wait
B:S0
to laa Vogaa Banaon meet* tha
O JEFFERSONS
Smothara Brother* and appear at
SIB NEWS
a »ong end dance number whete
THREE S COMPANY
rtypnotixed-Q
:M»A"S"H
9S
99
WASHINGTON
ELECTRIC COMPANY
WEEK IN REVIEW
IR)
) 0 MOVIE *** For A Few
■ NEW TECH TIMES IFRI)
' Dollar* Mora 11967) Cfcni Eaai
■ CROP OAME (MON)
wood. Laa Van Cteef Two bounty
■ ON THE LINE (TUEI
h'antart iiali a band of outlaw*
■ ART SEAT (WED)
end - d iha wooua leader
■ UNIVERSITY PERSPEC(E9PHI COLLEGE BASKETTIVE (THUI
BALL Vetanowa at Syr acute
(TMCI MOVIE **
Blame It
FRIOAY
On H-3 119841 Michael Cane.
Joeeph Bologna A butinetarnan
vacationBng m Rio da Janavo auccurnba to an afta* with raa boat
■nanoTa toan-aga daughir- than
tiwa to k*ap n a aacrat 'ft

(8
ACRYLIC
PAINTING
IMONI
0 SQUARE FOOT GARDENING (TUE)
■ NEW YORK'S MASTER
CHEFS IWEOI
■ COMPUTER CHRONICLES (THUI
(SPNI POCKET SILLIARDS
(TUEI
(ESPN) TENNIS IWEDI
(TMCI MOVIE (FRII

COLLEGE

•:30
O • CBS NEWS
IMCNCWS

MO
SJ WEBSTER Wabatar mahaa
plana to haw* (Xahann Carrol asng
at hw aohod'a fund-*ai»«ng acttvt-

BOO

(■■NEWS
SIOO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
■
MACNEB
/ LEHRER
NcVVSHUvn
IDIFF RENT STROKES
EDUCATIONAL COM
PUTrhKJ PROFILE
fTMO MOV« **#•»
Se»
I***" (19321 Paul Mum Georg*
Reft A *mai-hma hoodbvn rate*
to stw tap al the hMp durtrtg Prol-bttwr PG

■ I WALL STREET WEEK
Guaat Sian VVatnitaBn. adNor and
pubaahar. The Profaaaional Tapa
"•""
BOD
0 9B DALLAS Jam* and CWt
mm tha Ew*ng d«n for thaa afiara
ofrwtngOi Bobby and JR hava
a hat hgnt Swa Elan rafkaa wound
bar huaband • batda to aava Ew-

hfQLQ

99 V Whaa tha acanarad rabaH
batfla for aurwval m war-torn Loa
Anfalaa. Cttartaa forcaa Dsana to
marry rwn
99 STREET HAWK A profaa
Honal kfaar aiafca a popular rock
vngar m an atMrnpt to fexato an
■ncrimanaiine woaotapa CJ
99
GREAT
PERFORM
ANCES Man From Moacow
Baa ad on BrrMb -.taai gan cm agani
Grawia Wynn'a book about tha
martary aaaata ha obtaawd kom
Sovart Btrlormant Otag Paralovaliy
dbTtna tha aarly 1960a (Part 1 ot
Jig
99 KEITH JARRETT LAST
SOLO Tha >au muascsan par
forma hta laat aoto psano concart.
tapad *n Japan m aarty 19B4
9:3*0
99 CAROL BURNETT ANO
FRIENDS
lOOO
99 99 FALCON CREST Gwa
lav RaBbmarm a trvat idantity at r*
vaatad. Angaki •» tha wctan ot a
vtctoua hght batwaan Chaaa and
ftacnard. Emma a m lovo with
FUsbrnann
99 NATIONAL / JOURNAL
99 MIAMI VICE Oockatt and
Tubba poaa aa cocasna *nportar»
m CotombBa io diacovar who ■
staahng druga from tha amug
5 MATT HOUSTON Malt
hafpa C J daal with a murdaroua
•■torijonnt who hat ahattarod hm
rataung waakand at a baach dub
99
GOTTA
MAKE
THIS
JOURNEY: SWEET HONEY
IN THE ROCK A profaa of nva
woman who lormad a tanging an
tambta thai Uanda rnua-t and to
aalooncarn* (Rig
(ESPNI ACTON SPORTS OF
THE
BOS
PEUGEOT
/
BRIDGESTONE
PRO
SKI
CHAMPIONSHIP IR)
(TMCI
MOVIE
*
Narva
I19B1) Katya Bargar Joan Psarra
Aumonl A baawtrlul and wiHful
proalitiita puta har appaaranca
and body io >BM IO bacoma tha
loaat of tha town R'
10:30
(COD COUPLE
MEDICATED GENERA
TON A docurnantary to aducaia
tha atdarty about Iha potartoal for
drug abuaa whan iak*ng murtola
rrwrkcatpona prater-bad t>y phyfc
oana.
(ESPNI SFORTSCENTER

Ortaana araparduraa tha Supar
Bowl tootbal game and tha kvaa
of tha con man and garnWart on
hand for tha major apart* avant

(ft!

99 TONIGHT Guaat boat Joan
Brvara Schadutad N Y Mayor Ed
Koch. Charyl lack) BB Coabv
JABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
SANFORO AND SON
LATE NIGHT AMERICA
Schadulad Tomrnw Sua Mont
gomary pokhcal toanca piofaa
tor. dicuaaaa El Salvador nut
muaKum Baly Tayfor
11:40
(TMC) MOVIE at*
Ssaptitrk
Of Another Ka>d
119841 Jarry
Lawa. Madakna Kahn A woman
grvaa bath to unattractrva twaia
who are maseengert kom another
planat aant to aofva Eath'a probMrnt PG
11:SS
99 ROCK WARS IPremsate)
Some of Canada a baat up ami
com>ng rock band* battle ao**n*l
one another for the opportunity to
haadana a rvatwork tpetiai and
product a wdao Toraght hott
Brad Gdfan aitroducaa perform
ancaa by Eye Eye. Apple Vajajr.
Zettko and Mscah Bamaa
12:O0
O
MOVIE
**':
Ban
(1972) Laa Harcourl Montgom
ary. Joaaph Campaneaa
IBJ/LOBO
IL
LAUREL ANO HARDY
12:26
O GOOD ROCKIN- II Tarry
David MuBgan aitioduca* a Duren
Duran ' Dancing on Iha Veten
ime nma contaat
12:30
0 FRIDAY NIGHT VIOEOS
Intarvraw with Oavtd lea Roth a>
daoa by Pratca I" Take Ma With
U ) Pat Banatar I Ooh Ooh
Song I
Survrvor
(High On
Voo I Sieva Mtlar Band I Bongo
12:66
99 HOUSE CALLS

1:06
(TMO MOVIE ***
WalComeTol A
11977) Kerth Car•ad-ie. Saay r.aaarman

r,

11:2B
99 QOOO ROCKIN' I Vrdaoa
by Survrvor I H»ftti On You I.
Krakua ( Baaroom Bku I. Ebon
John (In Noon"). Don rtanaty
! Tha Boyt Of Sonvnt. )
11:30
(TAXI
MOVIE *•>
Sopwdoma
(197B) David Janaaan. Donna
MdN. A murdarar atafk>ng Naw

M0RN*NG
8:30
| GET ALONG GANG
I SESAME STREET
KO-A-LITTLES
PINK PANTHER AND
SONS
99 SUPERFRIENOS: LEGENDARY SUPER POWERS
SHOW
99MOTORWEEK
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

I'

9:00
Q 99 MUPPET BABIES
99 SMLIRFS
99 MIGHTY ORBOTS

rma

Balloon Bouquets
Delivered by 0 Clown
V

i

'

iiiiniB

i

**",

ia*
Jh»

10:30
99 ALVIN ANO THE CHIP99 SCOOBY-OOO MYSTER99 PET ACTON LINE

r

1 1 IX)
!<X)RONATON STREET
KIDO VOEO
SCARY SCOOBY FUN-

t MOTOR WEEK
SQUARE FOOT
DENING

GAR-

11:30

99 LITTLES qj
99 MATINEE AT THE
JOU
99 JOY OF PAINTING

Jaft Smith lak* about tha htatory
of bread and ehowe how to make
Franch and liakan breed*
1:30
kfj CRAZY CARLITA A *part
ad 13 year old gel met to *ma
har southern Taua aohool horn
doemg by heBpsng her mother win
a »aat on the achoot board
t VOEO GAME
99 THIS OLD HOUSE Tha
»iichen remodekng proojct be
flata g
99 MOVIE *** The Fly
H958I Vincent Price Dewd Hadrian.
mtCI MOVIE **
OaadhEyaa .19831 Sam Groom. Sara
Botalord
2 CO
0 99 NBA BASKETBALL
IhMedalphia 76ara at New Jaraay
Nata
99
SPORTSWEFKENO
Schadulad World Cup Fteeatyfa
Skeng Charra^BrjraNvan from Moni
GabrMf. Quebec Maple laat In
door Track and Field Garnet kom
Toronto. Work) Alprne Ski Cham
pBOnehtpa bom Barman
Italy.
FivePm BowWvg *amrhnar* kom
W—oeg
99 COLLEGE BASKETBALL
North Carakna State at Wake Foraat
99 SUPER CHARGERS
99 • HOUSE FOR ALL
SEASONS An e>amBnation of
uraqua aolar energy appkcation*
(ESPN) LPGA GOLF Eluabeih
Arotan Ciaanc thad round -ve
homMtar.
2:30
99 BOWLING 9150.000 Irta
Beer Cktee-c baa kom Miami
■ 99 LAP OUB.TINO <~
lured g**aa>l an ongvtal block a
look at machsne ouaiatg

BI-

3:00
99 NEW YORK'S MASTER
CHEFS
99 MOVIE * * "FohjMMn City
Of Tha Planat Of Tha Ape*
(1974) Roddy McOowel. Ron
Harper
99 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Nae
Young'a partottwanca rncludaa
rendrtwn* of Helptett.
Down
by tha ftrvar'
and 'Are You
Ready for tha Country?"
(1MQ MOVIE ##* -Ratum
Of A Man Caked Horee" (19761
Richard Harrai. Gate Sondergeard

AFTlWaOON
12:O0
99 99 COLLEGE BASKET
BALL DaPaul at Louan-fk*
iWHAT-S NEW?
AMAZING SPIDER MAN
ABC WEEKEND "The Bo.
Io Caper" Ansmated An edapta
ton of An Buchwakf t cMflten •
atory about an African golden
leopard and laa effort* io aawa ha
ret horn eabnctian Q
MOVIE **
Tar/an And
Tha Hutwaaa'
(19471 Johnny
VVMtrrnawr. Branda Joyce

3:30
99 GREAT CHEFS OF NEW
ORLEANS
(ESPNI
NFL'S
GREATEST
MOMENTS Profaa* of Edtfta La
Baron end Doug Artm (ft)

99 nun TING
(ESPN)
NFL'S
GREATEST
MOMENTS: NFL SYMFUN
NY(R)
(TMO MOVIE
Movwa
(19BO)

**
Fforna
Keith Gordon.

Krt Douotaa
12:30
I MR. MrCROCMIP
INCREDIBLE HULK
AMERICAN
BAND
STAND
99 VICTORY GARDEN Bob

V

For Those Special
Birthdays...
Anniversaries...
Lavaliering...
Pinning...
People in love...
a
The
Ctf Balloon
man
352-6061 anytime

MOVIE

trier I1BB4) Tom Saaack
Seymour

1 CO

99 DATELINE: ONTARIO
■ KOSWORLD
•9 99 FRUGAL GOURMET

V.

SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 2, 1BS6
Cav^eM- laaatvpBB, «

WOO€ HOUSE
PLAYHOUSE
| WKRP IN CINCINNATI
| MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
(ESPNI COLLEGE BASKET
BALL UCLA at Southarn Cal

10:00
99 99 BUGS BUNNY /
ROADRUNNER
QBONANZA
99 DRAGON S LAIR
m WONDERWORKS
99 MOVIE * * ">
A Thunder
01 Drumi" (19611 Richard
Boon* George Ham-tton
99 NEW TECH TIMES
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL VBanova at Syracuaa (Rl

Thomaon prunat a frurl tree and
waita England tor a tow of a large
(ommerciaf graenhouaa and a
look at African wotata. IR)
(ESPNI WORLO CUP SKIING
Men a Giant
Slalom from
Todinau Germany (Rl

BMRT

1:00
J JIMMY SWAGGART
MOVIE *>•>* AGelharmg
01 Eaglet (1963) Rock Hudson
Rod Tayfor
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK (R)

NEWS

•:30
99 DUNGEONS ANO DRAGONS
IJUSTUKE MOM
GREAT SPACE COASTER
« TURBO TEEN
LORNE GREENE'S NEW
WV-DERNESS
99 EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING PROF ■_£

• 99 PRYOR'S PLACE
O CORONATION STREE T

Bongo I

11:O0

tO 99 99 99

I SESAME STREET C3
WKD KINGDOM
COMPUTER
CHRONI
CLES
(ESPNI
BUSINESS
TIMES
MANAGEMENT REPORT Up
to data buasnau mformatton tor
manager* BVf^ud«ng *uatagy it
tuaa. technology, and a review of
Wat Street actmtiaa

-/3

1
•
I
:

4:00
99 SPORTSWORLO Schadutad Eueetao Padroia va Jorge
Luam for iha W6A World Feaih
ararasght
Champsonahip
tula.
tchedutedfor 16 rounda. ava kom
Panama City
99
WIDE
WORLD
OF

ATTENTION

Trust
in your
future.

T

SS?'>ip

THE BULLPEN
is buying & selling baseball and

A Tstosto TiHttor* B*at

football cards, album's, sheets,

We da
LOCATIONS:
BOWLING GREEN
100 S. MAIN ST.
1098 N. MAIN ST.
327 S. MAIN ST.

WAYNE
S. CENTER ST

etc. Come and see us for your
needs.
THE BULLPEN

FINDLAY
418 S. MAIN ST.

1660 TIFFIN

CYGNET
E. FRONT ST

1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

.

Phone (419) 352-0276
Gary
CAREY
119 E. FINDLAY

OftM 12-8 Mos>eay-ka*vr«)ay

M

muf/fmwmt i. itn

SPORTS Schedule* US Figtae
Sa.ei.ng ChempaMetapo. "a«aa»
immrncn (aval and peas" compwtup (taped), horn RMM
Cttv. «*o; Womm'i World
DowM S*«ng Chanip.o»»sn«p
from Santa Catsrtfta. Hah.
0 TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL
0 MUSIC IN TME
<EflPN| COLLEGE BASKETBALL Gaor^a Tach at Maryland
4:30
O P<*A GOLF Bsng Ooaby Hs
twnel Pto-Am Hard round, frve
from Pettst Baaeh. CaH
S WI.O KINGDOM Maki
fortune and Am fowler rerr-maee
aboui that dangaroua Mpaanui
duratg iha •how ) 23-fO* rwaio
0 FIRING LINE Tha MyaMn
out William
Shakespeare"
Guam author Charlton Otf>um
I'Tha Mysterious Waaarn Shake
tpeere the Myth and tha Raa*
ty"l; Rutgers Un.vart.ty Ptolaaaar
01 E ngfeah Maunca Chamay
6:00
B WPSA SQUASH FINALS
© STAR SEARCH Gurai*
Phyala OAat Cyd Chatru* late*
ra lamas Rutti PoaMar. Sam
Harm
S WV.D AMERICA A auraay
ol tha landscapes and aredkae ol
Monumani Vatey it- Grand Canyon and Utah* sandstone arenas

g
vma

MOV*

*»^

Tha

TrouNa With Gait (1969) Ehts
Piaatay. Martyn Maaon
6:30
iFtSH
PAINTING CERAMICS
SNEAK PREVIEWS Nael
Gabfctf and Jeffrey Lyom look at
iha Mm industry* lascaiattti
withaaam
CVEWNG

0:OO
(NEWS
OSBr
: NEWS
QCftCNI
; NEWSCJ
IAKNI
NATURE Tha Ma cycta .><
•I NATUI
tha bumblabaa it oomparad to
that ol humana w\ ordar to eapuMn
tha
energy arsis
controntatg
tha maacts (HI Q
SSTAR TREK
MCLAUGHLIN GROUP
aSPN) COLLEGE BASKET
BALL Michigan at Witcnnsai
6:30
| CBS NEWS
| THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMir
MENT

s:

I 13 REPORTS
I AT THE MOVIES SrhM
uhNt Rogar Ebart and Gana Snkal
look at 2010.
ataman" and
"Tha tarmanator" at rhaa ilvm
•on ol acMMica htlam lam iranda
m KEITH JARRETT LAST
SOLO Iha «f; mua-:>an par
forms has laal solo piano concert
taped m Japan m ear* 1984
7:O0
IMUPPETS
TOM JONES Guest Jukal
PtOWM
ill HEE HAW featuiad WeV
Nalaon. Kn* Krtstonerson. Anita
Bryant
J DIVORCE COURT
0 SOLID GOLD Hoat R**

Dees Guests Devwl HaaaaAoft.
Juaan larmon Barry Maratoar.
Madonna. Sunatror. la* Greenwood. Slaphar-a IMe. Po-itar
Sratart (wdao)
49
MASTERPIECE
THE
ATM
Tha Jaw* In Tha
Crown' In Pankot ■ drunken Ma>
drad acorna Barbels plaa to honor
Mabel's raquMt to ba boned batata her fen huaband. IPart 7 ol
14| g
(TMC) MOVE ***
Tha
WaWamar " 119401 Gary Coopar.
Welter Bremen Tha tyrannrcal
Judge Roy Baan at confronted by
tha powerful "Wauamar.''
7:30
IMUPPETS
DON CHERRY'S GRAPE
VINE Guaat Rocket Rchard
■ WEEKEND MAGAZINE
f aaturad eMervarws with Rchard
Jaackal. La* Marvm. a look at
man's baat band. Toledo s own
tooth larry. aclraai Batty Rueaei

■■00
O 0 OTHERWORLD Hal
and Juna raca agaaiit mm to
tava Traca horn Iha Zone
Troopers
Q NHL HOCKEY Mavteeota
North Start at Toronto Mapte
'Mrs
• DtFFRENT STROKES A
title gal tSokts Moon Fryal moves
mil door to tha Orummondt and
giaduaey charmi Sam
S T. J. HOOKER Stacy a Ma it
on tha ana whan kAart discover
har rola aa a mataauaa t perl of
an ataajnmant to inhHraia a proa
t.lulajn i*tg Q
©MOVItaa*
ToKrilA
Mockingbird
119621 Gragory
Pack. Mary Badham A Southern
lawyer t two chadren are espoeed
lo thong racial prejudge whan
ihaa lath— dalandi a black man
accuaad of rapa
0 MOVIE * * * Moby Da*
(1956) Gragory Pack. Richard
Baaahart Batad on iha noval by
Harman Matvdkt Tha capieei of
tha whaler
Paouod
bacomat
caught up m a bioodthatty omal
ror wjngaanca aoamtt an ahaxwi
wtatawha*a
0 MOVIE *** ThaStranga
LOW Of Martha Ivart
11946)
Barbara Stanwyck. Kat Oououn
A marrrad woman i* wctam/ad by
a childhood playmala who
watchad har kil har aunt
IESPHI SPORTSCENTER
■:30
0 DOUBLE TROUBLE Aa.
ton t taahjon athda at tha tchool
nawtpapar grtt rava rawewt
prompting har lo conajdar a carmr
twitch
KSPNI TRACK AND FIELD
Oaaaa Tanas Herald Indoor Meet
kva from DaHat
9:00
O 0 AMWOLF Dom tuddan
ly gtowt i" li frndt hantatf on tha
board of rkractort of a maror cor
porat«n and bacomaa tha daadry
anamy of the cfuaf aaacuhva ofh
car
0 GIMME A BREAK Ne» s
n«p to Alabama promdat a big
turpriaa
har moma* announcat
tha t dacidad to mowj to Cakfor
ma IPart 2 ol 21
0 LOVE BOAT On a aim to
Scandinavia, an American gal pra
lands sha's Swedish to land a

modaang tab. a woman attumaa
that a man « havavg a saa change
operation m Stockholm, a crooked
scwntrat pkana to uaa an Isaac Ma
robot to put off a imai *Q
(TMC) MOVIE +*'A
lat
trier 1)984) Tom Sated Jam
Seymour A fagh-daaa raw* tharf
a Wacfcmaaad by fha FBI to abarate 1)0.000 m Nan Aamondt
paasmg through London R'

11:36
0 STAR SEARCH
11:40
O THE PRISONER
12:00
O S.WJLT.

9:30
0 ITS YOUR MOVE
10:00
0 0 COVER UP Dara and
Jack's m-ttron lo Istanbul ra lacad
wrth dangar whan a malt modal
marks Stnkar at hit naat murder
wchm
0 BERRENGCR'S Srmon t
dubrout business tactes sarva aa
an aaampta to David, a saraja of
•Manga coatcrdancM teams to av
kcata dnaoyafiy among tha tlora
•mptoyaaa; Jufro'a Oaaf with a
factory owner may cause prob
lams for fha Morales lamay
0 MOVIE **#W
Ouck
Soup
119331 Mar. Brothart
Margaral Oumont Tha tyrannical
laadar of a mytfwal katgdom
mutt deal with sows posatg aa
peanut vendors
0 MYSTERY1 Agatha Chrratat Mytterwt II An ummployad
young woman rt swapt up mto
tha world of ra^tot and royalty
whan tha agrees to act at a double for a praxata Q

MR 10
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS I ■
tt parformt Gnra Ma One Mora
Chance and WoheupaUova
Tha Mai net Brothart taig tatec
tnm from the* album High Rol
an' and are roted by Tarry Aaan
1VOO

0000NCWS
0 NATIONAL Q
0 AUSTIN CTTV LIMITS Ei
ile performs Grva Ma One Mora
Chance and "WokaupxLowi
rha Marat Brothers taig setae
trans from the* aebum Hrah Rol
kn' " and are axnad by Tarty Aaan
KSPNI SPORTSCENTER
(TMC) MOVIE * * * Dratted
To K4 (1990) Michael Carae
Angw Ockaison A New York
ptythaeiritl t pracbca rt eiammad
attar a learner patient bacomaa a
suspect in a tana* of tlayragt R

lit 10
ONEWS
0 GOTTA MAKE THIS
JOURNEY: SWEET HONEY
IN THE ROCK A profile ol hve
woman who farmed a satgmg an
samble that bttnda mua* and to
cialconcwm IRIQ
11:20
0 ABC NEWS Q
11:30
O MOVIE at* U
Mr Mean
tyfe (1974) Charles Bronton Lm
da Cnsial A makm grower from
Colorado cttcowjra a contract hat
baan put out on nan by the Mafia
and stiugghtt to escape a mob hd
0 MOVIE 0*0 H
Junror
Bonner 11972) Steve McOuaan.
Robert Preston An agng rodeo
Star returns home for one last
conleai and frndt that IM lamay
and the town have lotafty
changed
0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE

Smiths

Host Akea Kerret MutKal Quasi
Taw Turner I Batter Ba Good To
Ma. ' ■■Priaata Dancer I
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Michigan State
at
HoMhweatern

12:36
0 SOUL TRAIN
12:40
O WRESTLING
12:60
(TMC) MOVIE **
Daadr,
Iwn" (1963) Sam Groom. Sara
Bottlord
1 OO
0
NEW
YORK
HOT
TRACKS Videos by Chaka Khan.
George Benson WhamV Slave
Oara and Jerry Carlos da Jeeus
host a bom Justine s
0 MOVIE * Bruce lea t Sa
otat 11978) Bruce) U Ho Chung
Tao
ISO
0NCWS
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R)
1:40
O HOUSE CALLS
2:00
0 MOVIE * * * Rancho Da
luast 119751 Jtfl Bridges Sam
Water non
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
2:30
0NFWS
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL MKtagan at Wisconsin IRI
(TMC) MOVIE •*
Home
Move*
11980) Kerth Gordon
Kali Douglas
4 0O
0 MOVIE * A H ' Rod Law
7000 0965) Jamas Caan lau
ra Devon
4:10
(TMCI MOVIE **,i
The
Troubta Wilh GaH 11969) (hm
Praekty. Marlyn Maaon
4:30
KSPhr) LPGA GOLF Ehrabath
Ardan Clastic thad round from
Miami (R)
SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 3. 1996

( ST ARCADE
PRESENTS
KSPN) FISHfN HOLE (R)

ItjQO
O HERITAGE
0 COMMENT
0 WORSHIP FOR SHUTINS
0 KtOS INCORPORATED
0 ZOO WORLD
0 WRESTLING
0 TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL
(ESPN)
BUSINESS
TIMES
MANAGEMENT REPORT Up
to data business rfilormetwn for
•rtujnagara. ackHkng strategy, rs
suat. technology. and a tewew of
Wal Street actmtara IRI
11:30
I FACE THE NATION
O0F
IAROUNOTOWN
0ARC
| SUNDAY MASS
0SUh
THIS WEEK WITH DA0 THt
VkDBRINKLEY
0 INTERNATIONAL EDITION
AFTERNOON

(PHYLLIS
MEETING PLACE From
Vancouver. B.C
tha Rev Or
Alan Reynolds Ryeraon United
Church
I STAR TREK
HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ
' Maroaretta vs Syfvama North
« NEW TECH TIMES
FAME Tha cast of Fame
pays a musraal Tribuia to Slawa
Wonder at a conoart at the Jonas
Beach Amphitheater
0 NOVA A look at new mad.
cM research techniques to combat
malaria and other parasitic drs-

g

:NTER
(TMC) MOVIE * * Hrah Noon
Part II
Tha Return Of Wei Kane
119801 laa Mason Oewd Carre
data
12:30
0 TONY RANDALL
0 MEET THE PRESS
0 ON LOCATION
0 SNEAK PREVIEWS New)
Gaoler and Jeffrey Lyons look at
tha lam avjustry s latcaiatran
withaeena
(ESPN!
NFL S
GREATEST
MOMENTS The Man Who
Played Tha Game featuring protest of Duane Thomas and Tom
Dempsav M

MOrUaaMG
9 30
O THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO
0 GOOD FISHING
ffl KENNETH COPELANO
©WILD AMERICA
10:00
Q WESTERN GARDENER
SDAY OF DISCOVERY
NOVA
ffi EMERQENCY
QJ WORKING WOMEN
(TMC) MOVIE** DC Cab
(1983) Mr T Adam Bakhmn

10x90
0 NORTH COAST MAGAZINE
| PERFORMANCE
I ONE ON ONE
| ORAL ROBERTS

1:CO
0 0 COLLEGE BASKET
BALL Arkansas at Georgetown
(COUNTRY CANADA
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Ifknors at Houston
0 COMMUNITY CLOSE UP
0
0
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
® MOVIE**'? The Mad.
mtoah Man 11973) Paul Haw
man Dommrajua Sanda
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING
Man's DownhA from Wangan.
Sanuarland
130
0 HYMN SING Setecbont at
etude links Flowers.'' "Jaaua.
Saviour. Peot Ma
God. Who
Touoheat Earth With Beauty.
and "Cantata Domino

Let UNIVERSITY CLEANERS
Do four wash For

Large selection of

MOO

* Hallmark
* American Greeting
♦ Gibson
♦London "Old School"
candy special regular 6.00 lb.
-NOW 4.98 lb.
352-6775
1798. Main

Raadar
O CITIES

2:00
John Mutton t Dub

kn IR)
0
MOVIE
***'-)
Bus
Stop
(19661 Mantyn Monroe
Arthur 0 Connafl
0 MOVIE **vToppar
Takaa A Tnp (1939) Constance
Bennett Roland Young
KSPNI LPGA GOLF Ekiabeth
Ardan Claaara fatal round, kva
fromMwnnaaC.
MOVIE
***
*B
HRS
(19831 Nek fiotw. iddw
Murphy
3:O0
0 0 PGA GOLF Brno Oosby
National Pro-Am hnal round, kva
from Pebble Baach. Caaf
0
SPORTSWEEKEND
Scheduled
World Alpma Ski
Charnpransrapa *om Bormto. lu
iy
0 COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Notre Dame at UCLA
0 MOVIE **H
Hunters
An For Kafcng ' 11970) Burl Ray
nc-dt Mafvyn Douglas
3:10
0
MOVIE
***
Don l
Bother To Knock 11952) Marayn
Monroe. Richard WaJmark
3 30
0 EUROPEAN TELEVISION
SERVICE (Joined In Progrett)
4i00
0
WIDE
WORLD
Of
SPORTS Scheduled
Men t
World DownhA Ski Champion
thro, tan ia day covwage from
Bcamra Italy U S Figura Skatmg
Champranshrat Men's Program
and leaDancatg competitiam
from Kansas Crty. Mo
0 TO POLAND WITH LOVE
AND MUSIC
(ESPN) POCKET 6LLIAADS
NaA Vamer vs Jan Rempe an
Caasar t Tahoa Clasta: sammnal
match (R)
(TMO MOVIE * V,
The House
01 Goo* 11980) Charlet Haal.
Tan I
BaOO
O CBC NEWS
tWALTONS
FRONTLINE Street gang
mambar* are mtarwawed m prrs
on and m tha Watts tacbon of
Los Angeles (Part 2 of 21Q
0 LIEESTYUS OF THE
RICH ANO FAMOUS Inter
vnrwt anlh Stafanat Power* Mr
T. Jamie* Hanwon. Cavanchy
0 FIRING LINE The Myiter.
out William
Shaketpeara
Guests author Charlton Ogburn
1 The Mysterious Wafeem Shake
apeare the Myth and the flaafc
ty"l: Rutgers Urwarsity Professor
of Engkah Maura Chamey
KSPN) TRACK AND FIELD
DaBaa TaneaMaraW Indoor Meet,
from Deeea IRI
6 30
O SONS ANO OAUGHTERS A Chataaa lean agat -arm
about has heritage and dacovers
way* >o bridge Tha gap between
otd and now values (Rig

BOO
SHEWS
IN CONCERT Guaat Dran
Wanmok
( CBS NEWS
MINORITY REPORT
FAME
VICTORY GARDEN
STAR TREK
OHIO BUSINESS OUTLOOK
(TiaW MOVIE ***
Coma
119781 Ganawawa Borah! MKheel
Douglas Baaed on tha novel by
Room Cook A woman doctor ba
cornea suepKioue of ratal ace
dents which ate occurring wrth
alarming frequency at a Boston

S'

6:30
Ocas NEWS
0 HOTLINE
0 NBC NEWS
0 0 ADAM
MONEY WORLD

SMITHS

7:00
80 60 MINUTES
FRAGGLE ROCK Marrary
tha Trath Heap •* ra troubta whan
Mokey forgets to cover har during
a snowstorm LJ
0 SILVER
SPOONS Edward's mamaga proposal to Kate
complete with marchatg bands
and merarettee
upaata lucfey
(Pwt 1 Of 2)
0 RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR
NOT! A deal and band woman
ofays canine) piano muaac. gala
ra Nepal are marrard to epaituel
husbands a man operates a com
outer fcsrmrae! wrth hre ayes Q
0 0
WONOfERWORKS
"Run Rebecca Runl' A young gat
held caplnra on a dMart island by
an aajgel anrragrant helps har captor gam Ausfrakan crtuanaheji g
0 FAME Chris accepts Trevor
Kane's (Anthony Nowfay) offer lo
coach one of hat aa wives for a
rote n a Broadway play
tESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
O BEACHCOMBERS NK>
and Rafcc muat tatut cwar iha eon
troM of a piano whan iha paM
suffers a savers aaerg* •aactran
to a baa anng (Part lot 21 g
0 PUNKY BREWSTER *aavrag har punnet may prevent
Henry bom marrytng Maggw.
Punky rune away IPart 2 of 21
BOO
0 0
MURDER.
SHE
WROTE What ra New Orleans
to appear on * TV tab show Jmv
ttca efwjaagaaae the murder or a
Mturnuaaoan
O SEEING THINGS Lowe
embarks on a dangaroua search
for a murderer whose nail mctrm
m tha imprisoned Marge CJ
0 KNIGHT RtOER KITT at
forced rato an acid pal during Mi
cheal s mvathgatran of a commer
oaf dumpaite suapecwd of poiut
rag tha area
0 MOVIE **v>
Faafoa
11982) Oral Eastwood. Fraddtt
Jones American raiaaKjar.ee *
cnafs a burned out paot to pose
at a buemeeaman ra Moscow and
steal the Russians latest super
ton-- holler purae (Viewer Oatcretion Advised) [J
0 0 NATURE A survey of

ALL WASHED UP?

HALLMARK AND
OFFICE SUPPLY

Valentine
Accessories

0 MOVIE ***
Caprtcorn
Om (1978) Ehott GouM James
Broan
0 0 WALL STREET WEEK
Guaat Stan Wewtteav adrtor and
publisher TW Ptofeseranal Tap*

Hairways
(formerly Romms)

1

• Musi be brought in
between 8:00 1:00 but
can be picked up anytime we are open

"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR HAIR NEEDS"

* Use your own soap or
let us provide it for a
small fee

• All you pay for is
washers & dryers & just
$ 1 to have it all done!
•-5:30
524 E. Wooator (up to 3 loads)
itM.i To Mytett
Good M-F only .

JlllllUllalllllLUIHlUUUI

DIANN
SHERRY
DONNA

DEBBIE
JUDY
(Both formerly
With «om*»)

(All Foimefly
Wilh la Edition)

1616 E. Wooster
STADIUM PLAZA

JH.-yWi. ha< 1 Sr

^^—aaaa.a-.awa'^ia—a^^'ai'aai inaiimm

352-2107

1.1

t-r- (Ml cannot •*. Mm* of
wfech i*f evolved r-ghh, efncwnt mMni of ir aval on land or
water CJ
• PUTT**" ON THE HTfB
Songr "WM Ma Up Before You
Go Go.
I Foal For You. ' M.ee
Train." "9 To S" and ' Boogie
Down
and "Oo YOH WWM
Touch
Judgoo: Mawy Gold.
Robb* Kneger. Crwrsa VWeon
CSfwl
NffLS
GREATEST
MOMENTS A praMa of aw lafe
Vaioe lumbar* (Ft)
(TMC1 MOVPE ** DC Cab
MM3I I*. T. Adam Bafow-n
Drivers of a ratartV bareuiajrt
Waerangion isucaf) operation baoomo haraoa wman (hay raacua
two kntnapoad cfeldren. n" Q
S:SO
0 TALES
FROM
THE
□AflKSlOE An efdarly farm coupti maka preparation, for a 43rd
anravarssry davvar thai ndudaa a
■urpnaa for an unaapactad gueal
MO
SJ SJ CRAZY UKE A FOX A
nun f>ree Harry to daar the name
of a pram wt» dead leaving a
large turn of money to a baowtiful

mm

O MYSTERY OF HENRY
MOORE A porlrari of ma lamoua
Bntejh aculpfor. axfwdvig a toot
at hat traaaura-faaad homa m €ngland and a dwtcmaaan of tha eifkrencas and aNfMrataana that hava
thapad (M art. g
SJ MOVIE ***H ThaVar
«ct 119621 Paul Naarman. Cherkrtta Rampang An alcohoac Boa
ton lawyer puie hamaerr together
■o bring an unpopular mMftcal
mafpractca caao to trial agent
itrong opposition by tha courts
ma archdtooaaa and hat own char*. □
• • MASTERPIECE THEATRE
"Tha Jewel In Tha
Crown" On nor way to Panfcof.
Sarah maata Bronowafcy *ew*ng
with tha Nawab » secretary Suun grass bath but toe*, hai gnp
onaanrry (Part Soil 41 g
0 TWfUGHT ZONE
CSPN)
SUPCRBOUTS
OF
THE
'70S
Maltha* Saad
Muhammad va Marwn Johnaon
(April 1979 at tnOwnapoaal CRI
0:3O
OBI SUCCESS IN AMERICA
10:00
O m TRAFKR JOHN.
M.D. Afiar Ghana maata hat
nail-door rwK*vbor. a news pftotographor racanriy relumed from
i of meihapi
El Salvador a i

(T-W
MOVIE
***
48
MRS
11963) he. htotia. Edde.
Murphy. An unorthodo. poke* da
teetrve taama with a lamporaray
raaaaaad conwet lo hnd a fugrttw)
murdarar H Q
10:30
O NEON. AN ELECTRtC
MEMOIR Traoaa tha hertory of
noon from na rj.ee oway by a aVNteh ctiamajt «i 1999 to it. warJtBad commarcMjl uaa toatoy.
KENNETH COPELANO
11:00
(fJOBslNEvVS
NATIONAL (Tha Natron's
Bueawse w-feieowlQ
OB ANO
STBA
I FUSE:
MAYA ANQELOU HaMonan
Nad Pamtar aiterwswa tha notad
author and parformar. who
owcuaaaa creativity and har eapenanoaa aa a Mack woman bwng ■»
Attica and tha U.S.
OB MONTY PYTHONS FLYING CIRCUS
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER
11:20
(NCWSFINAL
ABC NEWS t?

2:00
OB WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
2:30

OB

CBS

NEWS

mOHTWATCH

MO
IESPNI LPQA GOLF Ektabath
A/dan Qaaaa: hnal round, tram
Maun. (R)
3:30
rfMO MOVK **
Haaa
(19621 Paaar
Chuck McOwarry

Purpla
Mataon.

MOMMY

I OB OB

NEWS
SIOO.OOO NAME THAT

11:30
OB AT THE MOVIES Schad
Jed Rogar Ebart and Gana Stake!
look at "2010. ' Starman" and
"Tha Tarrranator' ei thaw diacuatam of science henon Nm tranda
OB MOVIE *** Tha Hatty
Haarl" (19S0I Ronald Raagan.
Patnoa Naaf. A aimaujry Mi aol
char hnda paaca whan ha i» bafewndad by h*a woundad aolowri
nahoapttaf.
OB ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WE[K faaturi
OB FOR MY PEOPLE
11:M
OB UFCSTYLES OF
RICH ANO FAMOUS

(TMC) MOVK * * Tha Houaa
Of Gotf (1990) Chartaa Ha-I
Tan Mathaaon

THE

11:46
O SPORTS THE FINAL
WORO
[TMCI
MOVIE *»
Tha
Lady In Rod" (1979) Robart Conrad. Pamata Sua Martai m ma *•
own) days of tha anaaaaa 1920*
an tflaahatx young tarm gal tm
comaa tha moN of tha ailamous
gangatar John D*ngar R'
11x00
OB ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Faaturad Jamaaon Par
har
OB '00 CLUB Sthadula* par
anil daahng with hm-Ml chddran
a program tar faachng Cabtarnta t
naady
(ESPN) FISHIN' HOLE (R>

• MYSTERY! Agatha Chr*
tat Mystar.es H" An unamplovad
young woman ai awapt up eHo
tha world of nchoa and royalty
whan aha agrees to act aa a dowb4a tor i pnncaaa g
ftrS YOUR BUSINESS
GREAT
PERFORM-

12:15
O MOVIE a># V* Kaja. KM*,*
KB. KBT* (1974) MKhaal Jay*
ton. "wlan Maran.

ANCES Man From Moscow"
Baaed on Boos*. aMeahganoe agant
Grew* Wynne book about tha
rresUry aaoata hat obtaawd horn
Sowat aiformant Otag Pereiovsfcy
during tha aarty 1960a (Pan I of
3»g
MPH)
SUPCRBOUTS
OF
THE
'70S Mamhaw Saad
Muhammad it
John Contah
(AuguM 1979 m Aflarmc City
NJI IP)

Swtuartand (R)

12:30
OB TAKING ADVANTAGE
ffSPNI WORLD CUP SKIING
Man i Downhal from Wangan.
1rt»
I TAKING ADVANTAGE
NEWS
WORLD VISION
130
fHAWAM FTV1-0
CHILDREN
RUNNING
OUT OF TIME
CSPN) TRIATHLON FEVER
(Rl

TUNE
OB MACNEL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
I OIFFRENT STROKES
ADAM SMITH S MONEY
WORLD

B:30
• OB CSS NEWS
■ NBC NEWS
OB ABC NEWS g
OB HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
OB BUSINESS REPORT
BSPM SPORTSLOOK
nMO MOVIE *»
IMki
Tha USA
119811 Kan WaM.
Bradford Oalman Thraa young
man aujcMwMnttv photograph a
tranng camp tar arm-Caairo Cuban aaaaa. bacorrang thoa huntad
quarry n tha Ftanda Evargladas
700
OB OB ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Faaturad Ektabath
Taylor, bahawj tha aoanaa at ta»o
top modahng agancraa
{ SHELLEY
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
DUKES OF HA2ZARD
BUSINESS REPORT
M^A'S^H
MACNEH.
/ LEHRER
NEVaSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
OB P M. MAGAZINE Tom S*
lack Ctaoa laat "ragh lath car
MR,
Q VENTURE
OB FAMK.Y FEUD
■ TAXI
OB WILD. WLD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
OB THREE S COMPANY
IESPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL REPORT
SOO

OB OB SCARECROW ANO
MRS KINO Amandaa tha aob)
antnaaa lo a haah-apaad chaaa
that raautu m a murdar. and tha
kBar aaanta to maka aura aha
doaan I ava to (aa tha .lory
O HANOtN* IN Kata counaata
a young gal who ra tarrrhad by tha
proapact of a nudaar hotocauat.
VVabatar ttanfca akydhang a the
beat way to cura h» boredom g
OB TVS BLOOPERS ANO

^ DiBenedetto's
"The DiBurger"

PRACTICAL
JOKES Shavai
Wonder and Da* Van Patten are
pracncal ajke vanana: Laarai Hunlay arith baoopara from Day. Of
OurLwaa."
OB
HAROCASTLE
A
MCCORMrCK In laa attempt to
tofva a myatary awotwng a body
found ei a awanmeaj pool. Hard
caafla m aadad by tee two aunt.
IMadred Nahmch. Mary Mamnl

CAN MM INSTITUTE Born
Of Waaar" Tha 17-year-old eon of
a fundenaentabat preacher at tarn
between hai personal befejfs and
ha) tamdy'S values Stars Sheun

OB ALL CREATURES GREAT
AND SMAIL II
« WHAT'8 HAPPEN INGII
WONDERWORKS Bridge
To Tarabrthuj
Annette 0 Toota
etara aa • teacher a> thai aiory
about tha arwawtary world ahared
by two 11-yaax-oldfnanda.g
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL St John a at SaKm Had
(TMO MOVIE **# TheEwcunoner'a Song" (19821 Tommy
Laa Jonee. Roaanna A/queue
Norman Maaar a adaptabon of hie
own book about the are of con
vtcted murdarar Gary Gamore and
hai frght for aaacution. ultanataty
earned out ai Utah ai 1977

Carrara A doctor obeamee the
terTifyng effects of larnparaig
•Mh nature aflar he creates e
women who is born at tha aga of

O DANGER BAY Iwccaa he*
bean tatter, by a rabid dog and
Grant. Jonah and Joyce try to locale tha carane ■ owner before
it • too late (Rig
OB NBA BASKETBALL Oe
treat Prttont at Mawaukee Buck.
9O0
O OB KATE B ALL* When
Aba lakee a a* at Kataa office
and mafcae a aarKma mistake
■ha* baKMfatap i* abanrd
O WAYNE B SHUSTER INTERNATIONAL Q
OB MOV91 The Oaty Donn
Tha Neat Mauuon" (Premeval Lm
Marwn
Ernaal Borgnaw
Thr»
aaouel to 1967 I ThaOaTyOo*
en hnda tha ranagada Major Re
awnan once more leackng 12 ccav
wctad Gil on i commando ia>d
barand enemy hnaa. tfaa lane to
prevent a Nan eeaaaaewtem plot
the* could prolong the war Q
■ MOVIE Conaarmng AduH
tPrerraara) Mario Thomaa. Marhn
Sheen Whan a coeege ttudant
rawMkt IMS homoae.uakty to hm
lamay. rea aaff-poaaaaaad mother
at tatt <n a atata of shock and faa
caKe doing 'alhar is devastated
(Varwer Oacratam Advrsed) g
OB OB AMERICAN PLAYHOUSE "Overdrawn At Tha
Memory Bank" Raul Jut* stars at
tfea adaptatajn of John Varley s
tew> about a man emo becomes
tost - a vganta: computer g

MO

EAT m OR CARRY OUT ONLY
35Z-.i*Jj6a .143? F WOQSIER

afcSO
BJ OB CBS NEWS
m NSC NEWS
gBABCfeEWSg
OB HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
OB BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN)
WORLO
CLASS
WOMEN
(TMCI MOVIE #*
Slapsta*
Of Another Kevd I19B4I J-iy
Lewts Madeane Kahn A woman
give, bath to unattractrva twais
emo are maaaenger* from enoth*.
phtnat aant to aotaa Earth's prob-

11:00

HOL
MOUSE
iWKRP IN CINCINNATI
CROP GAME

I

11:30
(TAXI
MOVIE * * * V,
The V
cress Fee (1968) Mahaal Oane
Majal Green A prisoner assigned
to BrrtMih Army mleaanance is
larnmawaonad to rafrawa a da
■ SIMON » SMKM A J M
Rck ar* hrad br ■ mytfrny **Am
who '•*» hai OM n«n ««i«n of
■ kflar W»K> ■ uMig ha IMMI book
MaouKfa l«l

■ tear Of

FEVER

0«
10:30
OB OB ^"OM THE AMERI-

| TAXI
I W*LO. WK.D WORLD OF
ANIMALS
g| THREE S COMPANY
(ESPN!
WINNING
GOLF
Guest.
Doug Sandara. Pater

1230
Ml LATl NaOHT WTTM OAVtD LETTERMAN SchadiAvd
Aaoa Laom Moataa lat-matia
i««l. actraaa Mana ConcNia
AMnao.

8:00
O OB JEFFERSONS The
Jefferson* and the Well at eon
tmua to quanal as tha future of
Lionel and Janraa'a marriage
hangs ai tha balance (Part 2 <* -i

IESPNI COLLEGE »ASKET■AU. Si John a at Salon Hal (Rl
I240
■ MCMILLAN a> VHfE On
h* annual naaal -aaanm (Mv.
MchMan hnda Iwnaall dafandng
a voung woman ohaigad anth
(Rl

O LIFER ANO THE LAOV
The second segment m John
Kaatnar's threa-part doeumantary
on the prejon system chr omelet a
woman i love and aagarnaas to
raahapa tha Ha of a conwrted
kjhw who warn no learned Beda.
has ehffKufOee adapting to a non
pneon erreaonrnartt g
OB A-TEAM Tha team purauaa
ars «ho torcad a raforrnad
sign owjr tha homa
where ha and las daughter care

IOO
HAWAII FIVE O
JIMMY SWAGGART
_ MOVIE * * V, "Sonant-rig

tWO- (19611 Ralph Maaaar. C»
tolBaha*
1:30

NEWS

THREE'S A CROWV
fi ermVaBwam about Vicky •
by Mr
pay raate
Bradford . clean thai she . more
luccaaafuf than Jack g
OB OB NOVA Ruaaan runurakat
Vun lede. wa« Wrengal lelend a
Sowat poaiaaawn 300 meaa off
Alaska a coaat. to obeervs pcear

2:10
(TMO MOVK *** Bomakno" 110701 Jpan-PaU Bahnondo
AhanOalon.

■

tea
CBS

HEWS

bears, eakvaai. SaMrewi enow
geeee and polar foaaa g
OB MOVIE ***
loua At
Fast Bite 119791 George Hama
ton. Susan Saavt Jamea A loueamrttan Count Oracula pack, up
has coffei and heads lor Naw York
City to hnd the reaicarrtabon of a
tor mar love
CSPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Syracuse at Boston Coeege
(TMO MOVIE # * You LajM
Up My laa (1977) Da* Conn.
JoaSawjr An aapawg aongwnter
tries to cope antli the thraa man
m her k*e whee eaiabkafsng her
own identity PG
S:30
OB OB ALICE Everyone trw*.
that Travel Marsh has k-hujpeed
Aaoa. but al are surpraaad when
they CBV*COVW the reel reason
aba's accompanying Use ...unary
eogar (Part 2 of 21 g
OB
WHO'S THE
BOSS'
Angelas e» husband ron^encee
her a, his attempt to evc-d sajrang
maa dwaca papers (Part 1 of 21

Q

MO

OB OB HALL OF FAME "Tha
CoiSBcan Brothers
The ctaae*
Aleiandre Oumaa tale of 19thcentury Conwcan tweis. one combatme and the other studious
emo ether it a badrtejn of vendet t J
that convphcatas thee pursuit of
romance Stars Trevor Eve Gere)
daw Chephn Obwa Huaaay. Don
aUPIaaaanca
OB RaPThOE Whan Boi> accepts
a fob with a ragh tech eaKiroracs
company, tea partners dakcovor
he . been "idriapoed
OB MACGRUOER B LOUO A
burned out cop nearavg retaamant
turns aiformant whan he hooks up
with a group of mobster ■ g
OB OB FRONTLINE A look at
30 month, ai the hvaa of CaneoY
ana Ron Coonay and lesley Earl, a
converted murderer and a prawn
aolunteer emo met at a Christmas
social and re* m love g
9:30
O REACH FOR THE TOP
Cantanraal vs Sarraa Northern
lOKX)
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
ft 20 / 20 [J
OB NEWS
CSPN) SKIING AMERICAN
STYLE(R)
(TMCI MOV8E ***
Yantf
(1963) Bartare Streisend Mandy
Patr*m From Isaac Baehev.1
Savgar 'a short story In turn-of'
irw-century (astern Europe
a
young woman drtguBSes hereeff —
a man at order to pursue tha education kadrtaNwty forbidden lo
Jewwh woman PG CJ
10:30
OB AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Wayton Janranga saige
Honky
Tor* Heroes end -\i.e*anbBCh.
Team" My Jos Shaver performs
■'Fee. eta Down Easy and "Im
Ju*BnCMCrvw.v*Coel
(SUCCESS IN AMERICA
LA FRONTERA L*a along
the 2 000 mee U S Ma»jcan bor
dar is dep-tted through a aaraM of
aitervwws W
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING
Man's DownhB trom Wangen.
Swnterland (R)

"Welcome Back
From Your Campus Florist"

.

+ III

OB

7:00
ENTERTAINMENT

7:30
0 P.M. MAGAZINE DwajM
Schutu from 'The A Team
a
naw seaa^-loas tachmtue
stomach siapang
| GEORGE BMKORED
\ FAMILY FEUO

12 JO
mta MOVK * * VI -COM
Faff- I19t3l GriHtn Ouona
Mat«aaClabaa

B.C. DRIVE-THRU
P6PSl-$2.08 in

•>»

12:00
O
STREETS
Of
SAN
FRANCISCO
83 BJ / LOBO
© THREE STOOGES
(ESMI SPORTSIOOK IRI

2:00
■
CBS
NK3MTWATCH
■ NEWS

PG

TONIGHT Featured: profess of
top models past and present and
en eyainr-tw with agant Nina
Blancherd
iCITYSCAPES
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
OUKES OF HAZZARD
BUSINESS REPORT
M^A^S^H
MACNEK / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

IR)
*A»C NEWS NlGHILIW
S LATE NIGHT AMERI
CA-Hoat Dwn*!.*,
© SANFORO AND SON
USPHI SPORTSCENTER

SINEWS

after has raaaaaa on bad. an attempt m made on har Ma.
OB NATIONAL / JOURNAL

CAIMON

0

Johnnv Catf4m Gunu &*»a
«IOM. D«n» Lano. Ron McOobv

10:00
0 OB CAGNE Y B LACE Y A
hood threatens Cagrary arhan aha
arrest, hem lor a .tabbing shorffy

TRIATHLON

TUNE
OB MACNEK. / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(OIFFRENT STROKES
PORK PROFITS

9 NEWS
OOOBfl
WOOE HOUSE
PLAYOB woo

i;

«9PN)

Mo
OOBOBNCWS
OB SIOO.OOO NAME THAT

24 PG*

OB OB NEWHART A laud
erupts arhan Ow* compbana
about a goat owned by Larry. OarrylandOarrvl
O REACH FOR THE TOP
Sandwerh va WafearvBa

s
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Carna

• 30

What do you get for $1.25?

"A delicious ail beef Qtr pounder
on a hamburger bun, & your
choice of lettuce, tomato, onions,
mayo, pepper rings, catsup,
mustard" (cheese 15* extra)

Caaaaty
CSPN)
SUPERBOUTS OF
THE BOB Sugar Ray Leonard
va Ayub Kakaa tjuna 1981 a>
Houalonl. IB)
(TMCI MOVIE **
ErnbryO
(19781 flock Hudson Barbara

TUESDAY

- 15

Jl,r

^ ^
^Jfrrluui8f

PHONE
353-lCkW
428 E. Woosler

Cains Chios-Si .89 a lb.
Old Milwaukee it*..* Friendship Bouquets
■a*
$3.50

m s. ctiitM

392-9851

Cash & Carry

16

FrMiyTMrMry 1. II

11:00
IS NEWS
« CINCINNATI
ELINC
ONTHELII
11:30
| TAXI
I MOVIE *#V» -Kng'i P,

8'

ret* (1967) Doug McCkee. JM
St John An American wjtonel
matches wits entti pastes m
IBth-cantury Spam >wh*e irys*»g 10
-vm a ■woman t love
• FALL GUV Call tracks a
man paroled ah* s*r wig nq for
suefcng a »5 makon Navy PWK
thai WM never recovered Ml
0 TONrGMT Host
Johnn,
Carson Sct-edised GBM> Camp
□«■ aramal esparta (Ma and
MartOxrant
0 ABC NEWS NlGHTLINE
ffi tt LATENKaHT AMERICA ScfwcUad author Oavad At
Isnftoroogh ( Tha [ wng Ptartvt I
ffi SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN) SPORTSCE NTER

12:00
0
STREETS
FRANC (SCO

OF

SAN

•BBJ/LOBO

ffi THREE STOOGES
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Syracuse at Boston Cokegs

M
12:20
MOVIE
**
HMS*
(19821 Peter
Chuck McOuarrv
(ma

Purple
Nelson

12:30
BTJ LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN Scheduled
Jim BetustM Cofcn Father <'i*hing
derraamtrataonl
1240
rf) COLUMBO f earmg drstov
wvolriri fraudulent daaanga the
ovenar o) a isaehh ape cham »«s
has buwww parinar IN I

1 00
§ HAWAII FIVE-O
JIMMY SWAGGART
MOVIE * * * Bakon Dclev Iran' (19671 Mrchaal Cam*
1 rancors* Dor to*.
1:30
• NEWS
2:0O

O

CBS

NEWS

NIGHT WATCH

QNEWS
(ESPNI

WINNING

GOLF

Guests
Doug Sandars
Peter
Thomson (Rl
(TWO MOVIE •**
VVel
coma To LA II977I Kerth Car
rarkne Salty Xaaarman
2:30
Q)
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
(ESPN) SPORTSCE N TEH
3QO
(ESPN) FISHIN- HOLE (R)

laM
0 AFRICAN CRISIS

3.30
(ESPN) PROFESSIONAL ROOEOtfll
3:48
CTHC1 MOVIE *s>
Deadv
(y*s 11983) Sam Groom. Sara
Rotated

WEDNESDAY

m PRE-AWAROS SPECIAL
Ray Steven* hosts thra sakrta to
lh* racorckng arhsts to be honured at the
1985 Grammy
Awards on February 29 Featured- muerc vrdaoa and mtar
vewt arrth award nomm—a *»cludma Cyndr Lauper. Ptsxa. Tine
Turner. Lionel Rrohre. PM Catena.
Stevre vVonder end Bruce Sorngs
saan.

FEBRUARY 6. Its)

EVENING
fl.OO
SSsfjNEWS
SIOO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
O
MAC NEIL
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
SOIFF RENT STROKES
LAP QUITING Featured
creating an ortgmal block, a look
at machtn* Quaffing
(ESPNI FISMIN HOLE
(TMC) MOVIE * * Hagh Noon.
Part II
Ih* R*tum 01 Wl Kane"
II9B0) la* Marors Oavad Can*
dm* VVhen a >*tr*d sheriff h*>
turns to lh* hontrer town h*
savad from a gunhghrar ha finds
it m th* gr*> or a oruet marshal
6:30
OS CSS NEWS
SNBC NEWS
ABC NEWS Q
flj) HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
©BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:00
O
O ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Featured Tyn- Dal*
th* modakng profession a seem)
Sad*
O NEVER THE TWAIN
O WHEEL OF FORTUNE
S DUKES OF HAZZARD
©BUSINESS REPORT
®M-A"S"H
O
MACNIB
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR

(ESPN) COLLEGE

BASKET

BALL LaSaa* ai Nob* Dam*
7 30
O P.M. MAGAZINE Spori*
Wustrat*d ^ s»v>msuit issue cow
ar gel a preview of J 1 aural ft
Hardy f asiival
O ROBIN S NEST
f FAMILY FEUD
TAXI
WILD. WHO WORLD OF
ANIMALS
ffiTHREE S COMPANY
BOO
O
O
CHARLES
IN
CHARGE A v.. «.„■* .i..*ti<rm
strand* Cherk**. th* Pambroka
lads and a group of laa scaokkng
grrfhrands an in* nous* with no
he** or lood
O PLANET FOR THE TAK
ING (Premr*r*l Host David SunAi
takes « look ai th* origin* of out
spacers and th* common baoruo.
cat Nnks b*lwaan man and othar
He forms tj
rfj HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
Mark and Jonathan try to con
vmce a slubborn minister to for
give hra daughter for grvang bath
to a eh*) out of •varJock Q
O FALL GUY Astronauts Make
Coams Buff Alarm end Scott Car
pen tar guest star m a story about
a lam project sat up as a cover to
th* th*ft of a 110 mJhon compul
er component Q
S
•
DISCOVER:
THE
WORLD OF SCIENCE Peter
Grava* hoata thra soanc* mag*
fast Featured NASA • search tor
* space sreknew cure; grant sea
'Kites
an awojnaareig datrgn
cfaaa at MlT. fagh tacti pofcee
Q

(TMC) MOVIE #*
Bafta
(1980) Richard Chamberlarn.
John Houaemen A deranged but
kschrrceogscaty astute kristr uen
m efacaonrc davrce that aananHta
a lethal ton over teksphone knaa
'•>■

8:30
• ■E/RD< ShaaifaWslM
eat geNrrand mists hra two •«
wares. Nurse Thor reduce she
has a serious caseeaa (Pen 2 of
2)

Mo

0 ■ STATE OF THE UNION
ADDRESS President
Reagan dekvers the annual Slate
of the Union address to a rnmt
seseron of Congress ai the Cap.
icW Testcastbve
O MARKET PLACE A report
on mwciebte cokagen transplants
thet help efcmrnete laoal wrmkkn
•B SI STATE OF THE UNION
ADORESS Pretrdent
Reagan dekvers the annual Slate
of the Unron address to a axnl
session of Congress at the Cap*
tol Tekscesi kve Q
(B #) GOLD LUST Orson
Weak s narrates thra account of a
modern gold rush m Bran), where
thousands of workers battle to
becom* mahuruwes
©MOVIE a**
Oh GoO>
11977) George Burns John Dan
war God sefects an unsuspecting
young supermarket manager \<,
oakuar a message of hope and
goodwal lo the skeptical people of
the modem day world
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Oeyion at DePaul

9 30
Q MAN ALIVE Roy Bonisieel
mtervwws Brshop Daamond Tutu.
Angkcan Bishop of Johennesburg.
South Africa q
10:00
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
0 DYNASTY The rrch end famous attend Lady Ashley s caasb
rity b*a et Acapuko. where trey
one's after Blake s oa leases.
m*anwhaa. Kryslla and Reec*
spend lane atone at a Denver pre
nrc Q
0 0 ARCTIC WINDOW
Ties documentary <l*orxt*s an
r-.pnd.lion to keiind to capture
puffins, e spacats of seabed and
traces the* edfistmenl to fcfe «
Clacago's Lmcotn Perk loo
(TMC) MOVIE**
TheSurvi
vots
119831 VVaHer Matthew
Room VVehams Two very Afferent men lose thaw job* ihen hod
thee kve* mt*riwm*d whan they
wrtneas * rrjbbary and become
the gueriy of a aynrkcasa hrl nun

MOOSf
IWKRT IN CINCINNATI
ART MAT
ItSPNI INSIDC THC
PGA
TOO"
11:30
I TAXI
MOVIC ** H too* Sack
In Dartnou
11975) Btodlord
Mran. CWmrm Schal AI •
London Mtiy ■ iroMwmrl IUI p.
ml law* ina voca o* the man
-ho haad ns «wl* and bbndad
nan 10 yaari lailiai
■ MAGNUM, P.I. A down
and out aaaadai naai Mjgni»n to
locaw hn (ono/toal aw (P.)
■ TONK3HT Hoal
Jonnnv
Cvion SchadkAMt Caajn cha<
JuatyVWaon
«A»C NEWS NIGHTLINf
*) I ATE NIGHT AMERICA Sthadulad pffclaalml Thao
doia laaac Rutan
author of
Onacomng mdacwvmaat
rBSANfORD AND SON
ESPN) SPORTSCfNTtR
12:O0
■
STREETS
Of
SAN
FRANCISCO
Isj/LOeo
THREE STOOGES
ESPNI COLLEGE CASKET
BALL Mamaaota at knaa
rraaCI MOVIC **
Uncom
mon Vafca
119831 Gana Hack
man RobatlSlaca

1J:30

■ LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN
12:40
■ MOVIE **
Ctn-i Ac
IKm 119781 Qmtit Janaaan A.
thia Kannady
100
§ HAWAII FIVE-O
JtMMV SWAGGART
MOVE * *
Saaata
119771 Suaan BUAaht
Roy
1:30
*) NEWS
1:45
nMCI MOV* ••••
«,ng
CM Haatta 119671 Alan tatai.
Ganata»a ooaMd
2:00
O
CSS
NIGHTWATCH
0 NEWS
ESPN) INSIDE

NEWS

THE

PGA

TOORIRI
2:30
■
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
ESPNI SPORTSCENTf R
3:00
ESPNI SPORTSLOOK IRI
3:30
ESPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL Davton at DaPaoi IRI
ITMCI MOVIE • •
Bah
119801 Rchatd Chamcanaat.
John Hooaaman
THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 7. IBM

»o
10 30
OBJAiicf u
11:00
tQSCtWK
WOOCHOU9E
PIAV-

(•■NEWS
SIOO.OOO NAME THAT

SJ
MACNEsL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
SOIFF RENT STROKES
OHIO BUSINESS OUTLOOK
(ESPN) FITNESS MAGAZINE
Hosts Tom end Nancy Seever

0:3O
Q 0 CBS NEWS
• NBC NEWS
m ABC NEWS p
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
m BUSINESS REPORT
KSPN)
HORSE
RACING
WEEKLY
7:O0
O sf) ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Featured Anne Ban
otoft. a day m the Me of a modat
[KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
DUKES OF HAZZARD
BUSINESS REPORT
M"A*S*H
MACNEH.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
7:30
Q P.M. MAGAZINE Meet
Cksvasand State basketbal coach
Keym kAKKey.
The Cosby
Show co star Keahre Kraghi Put
ham
| ONLY WHEN I IAUGH
| FAMILY FEUO
| TAXI
| WHD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
© THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPNI SPEEDWEEK

i

BOO
O S MAGNUM. P.I. After
Magnum Miocene and the> haend
are rescued from *Ta>i*onrnent on
the Cambodian border the real
purpose of the iTMieron r* revealed (Part 2 of 21
0 VIKTOR1A MULLOVA A
report on the 1983 o***cnon of
young Sovwi vitiknrsi Vrfctor-s
Muttova and her hence, conductor
Vakhtang Jordanta. to the West

r

| COSBY SHOW
MOVIE
The Bad Seed
IPrarruerel Bta* Brown. Lynn
Redgreve A remake of the 1998
thraler about a bnght 9 year-old
get and her mother s grarJup). he*
rifying orscovary thet her chad as a
crad-tjfooded mur derer g
ffi THIS OLD HOUSE Mow to
mstaa psjrttbetg and wemg to the
Veenhouse addrtron g
•f MOVIE * * National Lam
poems Vacation
II9831 Chevy
Chsw*. Beverly D Angel© A vece
taonrng tarrrey encounlers one draaslar after another vwafa travekng
• THE LIVING PLANET: A
PCWTTlAiT OF THE EARTH
Host David AltentMrough vents
Hawae. Nepal, htolhern keiend
Kenya and New Zeahsnd to learn
why kfe terns irictekng humans.
return to vokurnrc srias g
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Vegne at North Carokna
ITHCI MOVIE * * 10 To M-J
rvghf (1983) Charles Broneon
Andrew Stevens A rvarrvcrda de
tecirve and a aevrevjloov graduate
search to a luBer of women R
B:30
sfi FAM8.Y TICS Membws of
th* famaY ovwcornp*nsete whea
trvmg to help Jennifer get over
her reafousy of Andr*w
sfj HALF-A-HANOY HOUR

Klotz
Flower
Farms
Tfny Salon Of The Fufufo"

iaAphmd RkMh, N.II Tap.. M*l Wrapping

352-4101

1«1(B)S. Mnln.B.Q.

dent invest-getes mystanoua ares
tor help on the gall snks. he loltowa a tree of clues tearing to h*s
uncle s COItegt Q

• SO
O FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE
9 NIGHT COURT A promoter
encourages Bui to enter wres
nsng. but the Mrktf s frssnd* try so
talk ham out of M
10:00
9 sfj KNOTS LANDING
AMry grves Gary an uHtmeium
whan he brings Vat home Genreston threatens to reveal th* Mush
to Gary about Val s babres. Ban
dMCOvers that Empea Vaeey rs
being used to covert meViary ec
bvrty. g
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
(P MILL STREET BLUES
Bases goes unoarcovar to find a
psychopath who s kasng prosn
tuts*, turrko trres to settle a d>s
puts between the spurned Chtef
Oarusts end Mayo
0 20/ 20 Q
ffi) SOLO
• NEWS
W ANO STILL
I
RISE:
MAYA ANGELOU H.stor.ar>
Nefl Pamtar mter vrews the noted
author and performer
who
discusses crsetrvity and bar mnom
raences as a Black woman living in
Afraca and the U S
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK <R|
(TMC) MOVIE ** 'Blame H
On Rso 11984) Mrohaal Came.
Joseph Bcaogna A buernMsmen
.ecetionmg ei RrO da Janevo suecurrstts to an aflaa wrth tea bast
(renfli teen age daughtar. then
trios to keep n a sacral R
10:30
m STATE OF THE UNION:
OCMOCRATrC
RESPONSE
Tha Democratic Parly responds to
ftestdent Reagan s State of the
Unron Address g

1 1:30
tTAXI
NIGHT HEAT Guenbone s
■honhng of e hoodTum on tha run
prompts an Internal Atfaes rn*M
8J TONIGHT Host Johnny
Carson Sthadulad cefket Yo Vo
Ma
I ABC NEWS NIGHTlhNE
S LATENK3HT AMERI
CA Scheduled Paul N Svaaasfa.
co-author of
Sti assets
Tee
Savers
• SANFORD ANO SON
11:45
nVCl MOVIE #** 'The
Westerner (1940) Gary Cooper.
Wetter Brennen Th* tyrannrcal
Judge Roy Bean rt confronted by
tte powerful Weetwner
12:00
fj
STREETS
OF
FRANCISCO
IBJ/LOBO
THREE STOOGES

SAN

12:30
0 LATE NKJHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN Scheduk-cl
Johnny Cash. I *on Sprnks
12:40
sfj MOVIC s>*s>
Tha Great
Bank Moas 119791 Burgess Mer
edrth RrchardBaeahari
lOO
Q HAWAII FIVE-O
Q HOUSE CALLS
m JIMMY SWAGGART
9
MOVIE
***
Kergs
Row
(19411 Ronetd Reagan
Ann Sheridan
(ESPNI FISHIN" HOLE IR)
1 »
•fi NEWS
fESPN) SPEEOWEEK (Rl
1 46
rTMC) MOVIE ft*H
The
lady yi Red" 11979) Robert Con
rad. Pameia Sue Martet
2O0
•
CBS
NIGHTWATCH
•fjNEWS
(ESPN)
HORSE
WEEKLY (R)

NEWS

RACING

2:30
0
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
3:OD
(ESPN) FITNESS MAGAZINE
Hosts Tom and Nancy Saaver
(Rl
3:20
(TleCJ MOVIE **>* Borsakrx> 11970) Jean-Paul Bermondo
AJeanOelon
330
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL UCLA at Waahmgton State

I SNEAK PREVIEWS
OOO COUPLE
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
11:00
QOIIt NEWS
St WODEHOU8C PLAYHOUSE
CJJ WKRP IN CINCINNATI
*) UNIVERSITY PERSPEC
TTV1
ESPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL UCLA at VVaahatoron Slaw

IBIIBIVBE

OlHliBn
riHiaBajiti
VarvOaaal. . . .
Ooad
Nat Bad
la.
Raai

:
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. . **H
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352-8459

^^SP* HUTCH
^M

pap*

pit .mi wpw

• STOP IN AND SEE OUR LARGE
SHIPMENT OF SALT WATER
FISH COMING THIS WEEKEND
• 2 for 1 special on assorted tropical
fish

AUNEW
JUST FO* YOU

PskflPOPISlrtl r«VOYIfK| • R8WB*«Ol*WrTlv«BJ

9 THE LIVING PLANET: A
POFITRAlT OF THE EARTH
Hoal David Atwjrstrorough vasns
Hew*. Nepal Northern k-aksnd
Kanya and New 2aaHand to stem
why We tome. ifKfcjrfcng humans.
return to voreer-c srtaa g
sff*V MYSTERYI Agatha Chrra
tre Mystarres |" VVh*n e law slu

11:26
O SPORTSWFEKENO Alp-w
Ski cfiarrvpaonshtps horn Borrnro.
Italy

1011 S. NWn M BnrllnB OrMfl OH 41402

rosaawiusni

Hair DMlgn* - MBII'B HaanayHas
Monlcu-ra • r«*cur»» • Foclob
Wok. Up Chpmo. SBard S Miaaaotra. CNnajtH
F«lolWo«ln||.tr*rowpVcr.i«3
faajianrt S Sy*bro*. TViHnfj
Gajomaitrti Moartofaylraa ■ SiiUth'BnlRS

B:00
IfJ rfj SIMON B SIMON A J
and Rack try to hasp a hagh school
student who has Quit ckuge and
than run* away after basng hamed
by h*r lormar ckque
O JUDGE llumpi- m\
wrte
cornea to her ftusbsnifs dafertaa
whan a memb*r of the pr*ss
corps misquotes the pudge m an
artrcla g
9 CHEERS sVhrle Ckff nurses e
cokd. Norm's *ttot to trnrsh th*
masl dakverras leeos lo hra arrest

invites you
lo gel your
Valentine's Day order in early
353-8381
Qfjfj Napoleon
i

• 2 FREE feeder goldfish with
purchase of a goldfish bowl
• Rats - $1.99
• Dog grooming by appointment
Mention seeing this ad
-Good thru 2-15-85-

